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ORDER-IN-COUNCIL
INDEX. 651
PAOli:
Interpretation
meaning of expressions used in . 2
may be issued before commencement of Act 2
Registration
mode of 1651
ORDERS MADE BY COURT
Validity of
when not to be questioned 1408
ORDERS MADE OUT OF COURT
Appeal
to lie to Appellate Division.... 1221
Enforcement of 1221
Material on Application
affidavits to be filed 1221
fees on filings and order.................................................................. 1221
Costs
jurisdiction as to...... 1221
ORPHANAGES
Aid to
see Hospitals and Charitable Institutions................................... 4132
Inspection of
see Prisons and Public Char'ties Inspection................................ 4145
OVERHEAD WIRES
Power Commission
ordering use of unrierground conduits, etc. 739
OVERHOLDING TENANT
Reco\'ery of Possession
see Landlord and Tenant........................................................ 1957
PARENT AND CHILD
Insanity
liability of parent lor maintenance in hospital for insane........ 4070
Order for .Iaintenance
see Deserted Wives' and Children's Maintenance 1904
Parents' Maintenance 1908
Seduction
right of parent as to action for :..................................... 1160
Truancy
see School Attendance 3916, 3923
652 INDEX.
PARENTS MAINTENANCE
Child
liability for support of parent
Dellendent
when parent to be deemed
PAOli
1908
1908
Division Court
enforcement of payment by judgment summons
Judgment Summons
enforcement of oruer by
1909
1909
Order
who may make .
procedure to obtain , , .
maximum amount payable under .
apportionment where several children
fixing time for payment
varying on re-hearing .
enforcement .. ..
by judgment sum mens in division court
filing .
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1909
1909
1909
1909
Penalty
imprisonment on non-compliance with order 1909
PARIS GREEN
Fruit Trees in Bloom
prohibition as to spraying 3620
PARKS, PUBLIC
Accounts
keeping and auditing of
Animals
penalty for injuring .
Arbitrations
on expropriation of land, etc.
3207
3212
3209
3208
3204
.3204,3205
3205
3205
3205
3206
3207
3207
3208
3208
3210
..3211,3212
Athletic Sports
setting apart land for
An.'Dues, Boule\-ards and Drives
part of system .
Board of Management
management and control of parks by .
not to extend to certain streets ..
exception as to exhibition parks .
consti~uti?n, tenure. of office, vacancies .
orgamzatlOn, meetmJ;s, records .
members not to be mtcrested in contracts .
by_laws, general power to pass .
land, power to acquire .
management of other municipal lands by _ .
annual estimates for council .
penalty, for hindering' officers of..
Burlington Beach
powers and duties of commissioners 877
PARKS, PUBLIC-Continued
INDEX. 6;)3
2954
By-laws .
submission of for adoption or Act .., _....... 3204
when unnecessary'. " _.. 3204
general pO'wer of Board to pass _.. _ __ 3207
authentication of _.. _.. _._ .__ . __ _..... 3207
Cab
licensing of by Board ._ .._.. _ _ _.......... .. 3207
Contracts
members of Board or council not to be interested in . 3207
Debentures
issue of Park Fund Debentures by council ... _............................ 3210
to form a lien on park lands _ __ . 3211
sale of land free from lien __ _._......................................... 3211
Establishment of System
petition for submission of b~··law for 3204
when submission of by-law unnecessary................ 3204
Estimates
preparation and submi sion of by Board to council 3209,3210
Exhibition Park
control of by board, consent of council to __ _ _.. _. '" _... 3205
consent of society to ._ _ __ _.. _ _ _ _ _.. 3205
Expropriation
of lands, water privileges, etc _ _ _._ _.. 3209
prohibition as to interfering with existing water works 3209
Land
power of Board to acquire _.. _. __ .__ . __ 3208
setting apart for athletic purposes, etc. _ _............ 3208
expropriation of . .. 3209
arbitration to determine compensation __ __ _. 3209
sale of, free from lien for debt ._ .. _ _ _....................... 3211
Licenses
powers of Board as to vehicles and cabs 3207
as to sale of refreshments __ _ _._ _..... 3207
Liquor
not to be sold in parks . . . 3207
Local Improvement
establishment as - .
Long Point Park
powers and duties of commbsioners 8 5
Museums
establishment and maintenance of by council ...... __ .._.... . 3208
Officers
penalty for hindering .. .. 3211
to have powers of constables .. 3213
Park Fund Rate
power of council to levy 3210
Penalties
power of Board to impose and recovery of 3207
654
PARKS, PUBUC-Continued
IND,.;X.
891
Police Protection
furnishing by Police Commissioners on requisition of Board 3212
Presqu'i!e Park
poweMl and duties of commissioners _ .
Property
power of municipality to acquire {or parks, etc........................ 3208
penalty {or injuring _. 3212
Provincial Parks
see Provincial Parks ..
Public
parks to be open to , . 3204
Railways
not to enter parks
Hates
limit of for park purposes
Hecords of Board
effect of as evidence .
custody and inspection of
Refreshments
leasing of right to sell _ .
Resen'oirs
penalty for foUling .. .
3207
3210
3206
3207
3207 .
3211
3212
Strects
control of Board not to ut.cnd to certain 32{)5
consent of Board, certah: ptlwers of council exereiublo only
upon 3207
Street Railways
poweMl of councils as to, subject to C{)n5ent of board 3207
not to enter parks 3207
Trees
penalty for injuring
fouling or diverting
Vehicles
licensing of by Board
Watchmen
to have powers of constables
Water
penalty for wasting,
3207
3213
....................... 3211, 3212
Water Privileges
expropriation of _.................................................. 3209
exUlting 'waterworks not to be interfered with 3209
Zoological Gardens
establishment and maintenance of by counciL _. 3208
INDEX. 655
PAROLE OF PRISONERS
... ~ p.,n~
Board
constitution of 4151
chairman . 4151
secretary, appointment of 4151
salary........................................................................... . 4152
regulations as to duties 4152
quorum . 4151
honorarium to members of 4152
salaries and expenses, how payable 4152
powers as to making regulations 4152
Breach of Parole
return of prisoner for 4153
Chief Parole Officer
appointment and powers of 4151
assistants 4151
salary 4152
linister of Justice
approval of regulations, when required 4152
Prisoners
who to be deemed 4151
regulations as to release of 4152
release of, on order of Board 4152
assistance to .. 4153
Prisoners Assistance Fund
application for payment out of 4153
Prisons and Reformatories Act
application to prisoners mentioned in 4152
Regulations
powers of Board as to making 4152
approval of Lieutenant-Governor in Council 4152
approval of l\linister of Justice of Canada in certain cases.. 4152
Report
to be made by Board annually.................................................. 4153
Returns
to be made to Board as to fitness of prisoner to be paroled ... 4153
PARTITION" AND SALE OF REAL ESTATE
Absentee
appointment of guardian to represent ......
Co-Parceners
compellable to make or suffer partition or sale ..
Creditor
compellable to make or suffer partition or sale ..
Dowresses
compellable to make or suffer partition or sale .
Guardian
may take proceedings ..
appointment of to represent absentee ..
powers of such guardian .
acts of to bind absentee ..
1434
1434
1434
1434
1434
1434
1435
1435
6ii6 J~IU:X.
PARTITION AND SALE OF REAL ESTATE-Conlinued
Inchoate Right of Dower
payment of value of on sale
Infant
guardian of, to take proceedings
partition or sale to bind estate .
Joint Tenants
compellable to make or suffer partition or sale
Lunatics
powers of committee under order of court..
partition or sale to bind estate_
l'..c;~
1436
1434
1436
1434
1133
1436
1484
Married Woman
payment of value of inchoate right of dower on sale 1436
partition or sale to bind estate of.. . ".................. 1436
Mortgagees
compellable to make or suffer partition. or sale
l'roceedings
who may take
commencement of
effect on persons
..................
under disability..
1434
1485
1486
Sales
order including or exempting certain estates
what to pass to purchaser .
compensation to owners of certain estates .
payment of value of inchoate right of dower .
effect on persons under disability .
Tenants in Common
compellable to make or suffer partition or sale
Tenllnt by the Curtesy
compellable to make or suffer partitIOn or sale
exempting or including estate of in sales
Tenant in Dower
exempting or including estate of in sales
Tenant for Life
exempting or including estate of in sales.
Vesting Order
powers of court as to making
Voluntary Partition
to be by deed
PARTNERSHIP
1435
1435
1435
1436
1436
1434
1434
1435
1435
1435
1489
1395
Accounts
duty of partner DoS to
rules as to settlement
rendering ..
of on dissolution
1750
1764
Adnlission
made by partner, binds firm_ 1747
JXDEX.
PARTNERSHIP-Continued
Agency
power of partner to bind firm ..
Agreement
may be varied by consent or course of dealing .
ssets
rules as to distribution of on dissolution .
Assignment of Interest
rights of assignee
Book of Account
where to be kept ..
right of access of partners .
Breach of Trust
when firm not liable for acts of partner .
following and recovery of trust money in possession of firm
Business
meaning of .
right of partner to participate in .
differences arising between partners-how decided .
partner must not compete with firm .
657
rAG"
1745
1747
1754
1750
1749
1749
1746
1746
1743
1749
1749
1750
1744
1745
1747
1750
1751
1752
Capital
rights of partners in 1748, 1749
Continuing Guarant)'
revocation of by change in firm .. . .. , 1747
Co-Owners of Land
partnership in profits does not involve partnership in land pur-
chased out of profits . 1748
Creditor
payment out of profits does not constitute partnership.......... 1744
liability of persons holding themselves out as partners..... 1746
new partner not liable for debts previously contracted 1747
agreement for discharge of retiring partner .. 1747
right to treat apP2r~nt members a~ members of firm 1752
Death of Partner
payment of money to widow does not constitute partnership
liability of estate for firm debts ..
continuing use of firm name ..
accountability for private profits extends to representatives
dissolves partnership ..
estate not liable fo':' firm debts subsequently contracted
Debts
general liability of partners for. ...... ....... ....... ..... 1745, 1746
new partner not liable for debts previously contracted 1747
agreement for discharge of retiring partner....................... 1747
admission by partner binds firm..... 1747
contracted after retirement or death.. . 1752
Deceased Partner
payment of annuity to widow does not constitute partnership 1744
liability of estate for debts of firm .. .... ...... 174<>
continued use of firm name does not render estate liable.......... 1747
,658
PARTNERSHIP-Continued
INDEX.
Dissolution'
right of assignee of partner in rase of _,
by expiry of term or termination of undertaking
by notice where no term fixed .....
by death or insolvency .....
business becoming illegal..... . ""
by court on application of partner......
rights of persons dealing with firm
notice in Gazette n.................. . .
public notice of . .
continuing authority of partners for winding up purposes....
rights of partners as to application and distribution of property
apportionment of premium on premature dissolution...
for fraud or misrepresentation .
rights of partner entitled to rescind .
right of outgoing partner as to share of profits
option of remaining mer.lbers to purchase share
retiring partner's share to be a debt of firm.:
rules as to settlement of accounts " .
Expulsion
right must be conferred by agreement......
175<>
1751
1751
1751
1751
1751
1752
1752
1762
1762
1753
1753
1753
1753
1764
1764
1764
1764
1749
Firm
power of partner to bind . 1745
Firm Name
effect of transactions in
•
1745
Fraud
saving as to binding of notice in case of.. 1747
rights of partner obtaining rescission of agreement on
account of 1763
Goodwill
postponement of claim of vendor to creditors in common in
case of insolvency 1744
receipt of profits as consideration for sale does not constitute
partnership " , , ,................... 1744
Guaranty
revocation of by change in firm
Holding Out
what constitutes ,.. , .
1747
1746
.1751,1752
JIIcgality
dissolution of partll(:rship where business becomes ilIegaL...... 1751
Improper Conduct
dissolution of partnership by court on account of..
Incapacity
dissolution of partnership by court on account of . 1751
Insolvency
meaning of _..................................................... 1743
postponement of ri$i:"hts of person lendin$i:" or selling in consid-.
eration of share of profits in case of 1744
dissolves partnership . .. .. 1751
estate not liable for firm debts subsequently contracted. 1752
659
PAllE
1749
1749
1743
1748
1745
1745
1746
1753
1756
•
1749
1751
1806
544
545
545
545
546
1753
Interest
right of partner advancing money to firm .
not payable on capital subscribed by partner .
JNDEX.
Land
rights of co-owners ..
Liability
power of partner to bind firm ..
extent of , .
for acts of partners affecting third party ..
Lien
right of defendant partner cn rescission of agreement
Limited Partnership
formation of, and rights and liabilities of members
see Limited Partnerships ., ..
Joint Tenancy
does not constitute partnership
Loans
by partners to firm .
Lunacy
finding of dissolves partnership ..
.l\laster and Servant
profit sharing ~greement not to create .
Mining Partnerships
formation of .
recording .
agent ..
shares and their transfer .
dissolution, effect of .
tisrepresentation
rights of partner obtaining rescission of agreement on account
of .
Mutual Rights and Duties of Paltner
variation of terms of partnership by consent 1747
rights in property.............. 1748
devolution of land 1748
co-owners 1748
property bought with firm money.................................................. 1748
conversion of land bought with firm money.............................. 1748
rules as to interests and duties of partners 1748
retirement 1749
expulsion of partner 1749
presumption of continu:mce,-when arising 1749.1750
duty as to rendering accounts 1750
accountability for private profits 1750
extends to survivors and representatives 1750
partner must not compete with firm.............................................. 1750
assignment of interest in firm 1750
otice
agreement of partnership--effect of notice of 1746
PARTNERSHIP-Continued
li6U
PARTNERSHIP-Continued
INDEX.
•
Notice to Partner
binds firm except in case of fraud
Partnership
definition of
Part Ownership
docs not constitute partnel'shi!l
Premium
apportionment of on premature dissolution
Profits
sharing in docs not constitute partnership
rights of partners in . .
accountability for, when made privately
distribution of on dissolution
l'ropert)·
interest in does not constitute partnership
what to be partnership pro~rty __ ... ,__
when purchased with firm money belongs to firm
rights of partners in .
Hegistration
provisions of Act to be subject to
Representation
admission by partner binds firm
1747
1743
1743
1753
1743
1748
1750
1753
1743
1748
1748
1748
1765
1747
1743
Retirement
does not relieve from debts previously contracted 1747
notice of,-what required. 1749
retiring partner not liable for debts contracted after 1752
public notice,---ctfect of 1752
right of remaining partners to purchase share _ _..... 1754
Returns
sharing in does not constitute partnership
Salaries
payment out of profits does not constitute partnership...
Tenancy in COlnmon
does not constitute partnership
1744
1743
Term of Partnership
how fixed .
notice of ending .
Ilresumption of continuance,-how arising
1749
,1749
1750
Trust Propert)'
firm not liable for improper em!l!oyment by partner.
right to recover where finn still in possession of
1746
1746
Widow of Deceased Partner
payment of annuity to does not eonstitute partnership ..... 1744
Il'OEX.
PARTNERSHIP REGISTRATION
Change of Partnership
declaration of to be filed .
Cheese and Butter ~Ianufacturers
Act not to apply to .
661
PU,E
1760
1762
Declaration
of formation when required ... ..... .... 1760
execution of . . .. . 1760
special authority required in case of absent member 1760
particulars to be stated in 1760
time of filing .. .. 1760
to be filed whene\'er change takes place .. 1760
signatories estopped from que tioning tatements in .... . 1760
position of persons signing. 1761
individual trading under name indicating plurality of members 1761
registration of .. 1762
Dissolution of Partnership
certificate of may be signed and filed by any or all partners 1761
not deemed to take place until certificate filed ... 1761
Fee
on filing declaration and for searches .. 1762
Filing Declaration
to be filed in registry office 1760
time for .. . . 1760
duty of registrar as to entry and indexing 1762
municipality to furnish books .' ... .. ....... . .. 1762
Limited Partner hips
rights and liabilities of general and special partners 1756
;llannfacturing
registration required in case of partnership formed for 1760
Membership
change in to be e\;denced by filing declaration 1760
~Iining
registration required in case of partnership fornled for 1760
:-lame of Partner hip
change in to be evidenced by filing declaration 1760
use of word indicating plurality . 1761
Partners
liability of partner if declaration not made by him 1761
rights of inter se 1762
Penalty
for failure to file declaration . 1761
Trading
registration required in case of partnership formed for 1i60
PART PERFORMANCE
satisfaction by .. 1673
662
PATENT MEDICINES
Anal,.sis
by health department
Liquor Control
sale of, when lawful
PATRICIA, DISTRICT OF
INDEX,
3310
3308
Administration of Justice
annexed to Renara for purposes of _._ 63
64
KenaTa
annexation of District of Patricia to, for judicial purposes. 63
Land Titles Office
establishment of .
Proclamation
to detach whole or part of annexed territory .
Registry Office
establishment of ......
Regulations
power of Lieutenant-Governor in Council as to making..
PAWNBROKERS
Agent
responsibility for ncts or o!!,issions of .
Application of Act
who to be deemed pawnbroker
Apprentice
responsibilit~' for acts or omissions of
Dooks
ontries to be made on r~eiving pledges ,'
right of certain police officers to have access to
entry of accounts of sales of plrdges in
right of pawner to inspect
compelling production of __ .,
By-Law
licenses must be authorhed by
Fees
for pawnticket
Fire
damage to pledge by,-responsibility of broker
insurable interest in pledge .
64
64
2137
2136
2137
2188
2140
2143
2143
2144
2137
2139
2140
2140
Gold
not to be melted down unless authorized
Holidays and Sundays
penalty for taking pledges on
by council _ . 2140
2144
PAWNBROKERS-Continued
11>.'1>E.."(. 663
2133
Hours of Bu iness
•restrictions upon 2144
Insurable Intere t in Pledge
extent of 2140
Intoxicated Persons
pledge not to be taken from 2143
Justices of the Peace
not to take fees for summonS or warrant . 2144
License
business not to be carried on without 2137
may be refused without cause assigned 2137
fee for 2137
penalty for neglect to take out...................................................... 2137
not more than one shop to be kept 2137
to partner hip 2137
Minors
restrictions on taking pledges from 2143
not to be employed under sixteen years of age.......................... 2144
Money Lender
registration as, not required
l\lunicipalit)·
not to include county........ 2136
must be by-law of, authorizing issue of licenses...................... 2137
~otice
of rates to be posted up in shop.................................................... 2137
Owner
restoration of goods to lawful........................................................ 2139
Partner hip
one licen~e sufficient for 2137
Pawner
meaning of 2136
Pawnticket
meaning of 2136
number of entry in book to be written on...................................... 2138
rates of interest, etc., to be endorsed 2138
charges for 2139
production may be required before delivery of goods........... 2139
duplicate to be annexed to pledge ,... 2139
daily report to police as to 2140
rights of holder 2140
loss, etc., of-proof or right to redeem 2141
not to be purchased or received by another pawnbroker. 2143
compelling production of 2144
Penalties
for not taking out license 2137
for not keeping up sign and notice of rates .. .. 2138
pawning goods of other persons 2139
application of such penalty............................... .. 2139
D-28
664
PAWNBROKERS--Continued
lNDEX.
•
Penalties-Continued
taking matel'ials, etc., in pawn ..
obstructing execution of search warrant.
ncglectin~ to make daily report to police.
for not giving up pledge on payment _ .
for failure to make compensation for dcrreeiation in pledge ..
improper description in advertisement 0 sale of pledges .
refusing inspection of record of sales , .
takin~ pledges from minors or intoxicated persons .
refusmg to pay over-plus after sale .
wl'ongfully taking or dealing with, pledges .
non-production of books, pledges, etc .
application of
procedure for recovery
limitation of prosecution
2139
2139
2140
2141
2141
2142
2143
2143
2143
2144
2144
2144
2145
2145
2139
2140
2140
Pledge
meaning of 2136
entry in books as to , 2138
ticket to be given for "...... 2138
to be produced on demand for goods 2139
duplicate to be placed on ...... "..... ...... 2139
penalty for pawning the property of another.. 2139
taking unfinished goods, etc., or materials. 2139
reporting to police 2140
inspection by police . 2140
gold or silver not to be melted.... 2140
right of holder of ticket 2140
liability in case of destruction by fire 2140
insurable interest . . 2140
redemption of 2141
when ticket cannot be produced 2141
compensation for depreciation 2141
when to become absolute Ilroperty of pawnbroker 2142
forfeiture and sale when not redeemed. 2142
accounts of sales 2143
restrictions on taking or dealing with 2143,2144
not to be purchased by pawnbroker except at public auction 2144
not to be redeemed with the object of purchase b~' pawnbroker 2144
not to be dealt with except as expressly authorized by law.. 2144
Police
action under search warrant
daily report to be made 10..
right to inspect books. etc.
Rates
notice of, to be kept posted up in shop .
penalty for omitting to keep notice of .
to be stated on pawnticket and duplicate
Redemption
who entitled to exercise
limitation of time for ..
tender of amount due .
when pawnticket cannot be produced
2137
2138
2138
2141
2141
2141
2141
Sale of Pledge
when to be by public aucLioll ....
advertisement .. , .
penalty for non-observance
bidding of pawnbroker
.................................. , 2142
................. 2142
. 2142.2143
2143
I DEX.
PAWNBROKERS-Continued
Sale of Pledge-Continued
account of _ _ _ _ ..
disposal of surplus proceeds .
inspection of records by pawner .
Search Warrant
powers of police when acting under ..
penalty for obstructing .
ecurity
to be given for due observance of law .
erl'ant
responsibility for acts or omissions of .
Shop
meaning of !.......... . ..
not more than one to be kept under one license . .
sign to contain name and word "pawnbroker" ..
Sign
name and word "pawnbroker" to be over shop-door .
penalty for failure to display .
SHl'er
not to be melted down unless authorized by council
665
2143
2143
2143
2139
2139
2137
2137
2136
2137
2137
2137
2138
2140
PEACE OFFICERS
Court
duty as to obeying orders v£ 941
PEACE, PRESERVATION OF
1\1 ining Districts
proclaiming Public Works Peace Preservation Act ...... .. ..... .. 602
PEAT
.Development For Fuel
powers of Minister . 630
PENAL ACTIONS
pleading in . .. . 948
PENALTIES
not affected by repeal of Act .. 3
enforcement under sub tituted provisions 4
recovery of, see Fines and For'!'ei.tures _.. . 1373
summary conVIctIons .. . . .. 1297
PENNY SAVINGS BANKS
powers of public school board 3778
high school board .. 3829
PERIODICAL PAYMENTS
apportionment of : . 1961
666 lNO~;".
PERPETUATING TESTIMONY
actions for
PERSON
meaning of
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Powers and Duties
see Devolution of Estates
Trustees
Writing
when rcqu"ired for claim on personal undertaking ....
PERSONAnON
rAGI
'45
10
1469
1484
13'16
222
222
223
Election to the Assembly
duty of deputy returning officer as to administering oath in
suspicious cases 165
right of voter alle~ing that he has been personated.. 167
what constitutes offence. 185
aiding, abetting and procuring 185
penalty. 185
Municipal Elec:tions
penalty............. . _ 2744
offcring rcward for conviction 2827
PERSONATION, PROMPT PUNISHMENT FOR
Agent
may requirc deputy rcturning officcr to take information .' 222
Arrest
detention of offender pending issue of warrant 222
. Candidate
may require deputy returning officcr to take information. 222
Constables
authority of officers as.. 223
swearing in special constables .. 223
Deputy Returning Officer
duty as to taking information ..
may order detention of offender ..
may appoint special constables
Forms
information and warrant .
Crown attorney to keep and supply ..
allowance for ..
expenses of, how chargeable
Information
when to be taken by deputy returning officer
when name of person charged unknown..
form of .
Liability
for contravention of Act ..
223,224
223
223
223
222
223, 223
223
223
INDEX.
PERSONATION, PROMPT PUNISHMENT FOR-Continued
667
222
ame
when unkown, how defendant described 222, 223
Penalty
recovery of .
Poll Clerk
to have authority of constable .
'Varrant
before whom to be returnable .
issue of and form of........... . .
authority of officers acting under ..
PErrY TRESPASSES
Arrest without Warrant
223
222
223
222, 223
1411
2040
By-laws Declaring Boundaries in Marshes _.._............................. 1411
Penalty for __ _............................ 1411
S8l'ing as to Persons Claiming a Right 1411
Where Title to Land bona fide in Question.......................................... 1411
PHARMACY
Action
not to lie against council for disciplinary measures.................... 2039
Administrator
carrying on business for deceased registered person 2039
pothecary
title not to be used by unregistered person _............................... 2040
Apprentice hip
requisites as to by applicant for certificate 2036
contract of, approval by council 2036
preliminary examination must be passed prior to 2036
British Pharmacopaeia
compound to be prepared according to formula
Carbolic Acid
provisions governing sale of 2041,2042
Certificate of Competency
who may receive 2036
Certificate of Registration
form of 2037
effect of as evidence .. .. 2037
to be publicly displayed . .. 2039
Chemist and Druggist
place of business of to be managed by qualified person 2038
title not to be used by unregistered person 2040
668
PHARMACY-Continued
11'OEX.
2033
2033
2042
2044
2035
.2035,2036
2040
College
continued .
powers as to real estate. . .
right of Rgoent to inspect records of sales of poisons. etc. .
election of honorary members of .
Company
restriction upon transaction of business as pharmaceutical
chemist by.... 2040, 2041
to furnish registrar with name and address of each director.... 2041
regulatiOt'is as to sale of poisons by 2041, 2042
Compounds
how to be prepared in conformity with British Pharmacopaeia 2040
Council
how composed 2033
term of office 2033
powers of generally.......... 2033
qualification of members .. 2033
voters and method of voting.. . 2034
elections for electoral districts .. 2084
resignation and filling vacancies 2084
appointment of president and officers 2034
meetings 2034
powers as to establishment and conduct of school 2035
educational and diseiplinar)' powers 2035, 2038, 2039
remuneration of members • 2035
election of honorary members by 2044
Crime
erasure of name from register on conviction... 2038
re-instatement , 2038
suspension by committee on conviction, pending meeting of
council...... 2088
suspension of service of apprenticeship 2039
no action against council for erasure of name or suspension 2039
Curriculum
of study , ..
course of lectures
Director
requisites as to qualificatioll of when managing shop for com'
pany . ...2040,2041
prosecution of for offences 2041
Dispensing Chemist or Druggist
title not to be used by unregistered person
Division Associations
institution of in each electoral district ..
chairmanship of
Drugs
designation not to be used by unqualified person ..
unregistered person not to sell .
exception as to patent medicines and certain drugs,
cines and poisons
record of sales of carbolic acid.
misrepresenting character of
Drug Store
designation not to be used by unqualified person
2044
2044
2040
2040
medi-
.......2040.2041
2041
2042
2040
lNDE.~. 669
PHARMACY-Continued
Eyidence
what to be required before registration
effect of certificate of registration as
onus of proof of registration .
PAO~
2037
2037
2043
E. aminations
conduct of 2035
prescribing fees for .. .. . .. 2035
preliminary to apprenticeship 2036
E. Kutor
carrying on business for deceased registered person 2039
Fee
2035
powers of council as to prescribing, for examination 2035
of members of council for attendance at meetings 2035
upon application for preliminary examination. 2036
what to be payable annually by members of college 2037
disqualification of persons in arrear for............... . 2038
Honorary Members
election of 2044
Inter-Provincial Associations
attending meetings of .
Jury Service
exemption of phannaceutical chemists from 1070
2036
3306
be kept by druggist for compounding purposes under
special permit . ..
sale of patent medicines containing alcohol permitted, if
medicated 3308
analysis of : 3310, 3311
sale of medicated tinctures, medicines, etc 3308, 3309
Lectures
course of, how far reckoned in apprenticeship
Liquor
may
~ledical Practitioner
right of not to be affected 2043
how he may practice as a pharmaceutical chemist 2043
sales to, protected 2043
i\Ied icines
designation not to be used by unqualified person. 2040
unregistered persons not to sell............ 2040
exception as to patent medicines and certain drugs, medi-
cines and poisons .. 2040, 2041
~leetings of Council
See Council supra
Offences
cancellation of registration for 2038
suspension of certificate 2038
suspension of service of apprenticeship 2039
penalty................................................ . 2043
onus of proof 2043
Officers
appointment of b)' council..... .... ..... 2034
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INDEX.
Ontario College of Pharmacy
college to mean .
Patent Medicines
sale not restricted to qualified person .
sale or manufacture of, not affected by Act
meaning of _ .
Penalty
misrepresentation as to character of drugs sold.
recovery and application of .
onus of proof .
Pharmaceutical Chemist
who may be styled
Pharmacist
title not to be used by unregistered person.
I'AGI
2033
2040
2043
2043
2042
2043
2043
2038
2040
2040
Pharmacy
designation not to be used by unqualified person .
Poisons
unregistered person not to sell 2040
what may be sold by unregistered persons and how 2040.2041
how to be marked ,............................................ 2041
certain drugs declared to be 2041
record of sales of carbolic acid.................. 2041
~ntrodu~tion of purchaser, and signature by him 2042
mspectlOn of records 2042
what to constitute offence in sale of.......... 2042
saving as ingredients of medical prescription 2042
sales by wholesale dealers, protection of 2043
Prescriptions
unregistered person not to compound .
compound to be prepared according to British Pharmacopaeia
not affected by the prohibition against use of poisons .
President
election of by council
2038
2040
2042
2034
Property
power to hold for purposes of college..
Purchsser
record of his address, when necessary .
when introduction of and ;ignature necessary..
Itcgistrar
appointment of by council .
duty with regard to keeping register .
2033
...2041,2042
............... 2042
2034
2037
Registration
register, how to be kept and published. 2037
who to be member and entitled to register.. 2037
persons holding diplomas from certain societies.... 2037
duty of registrar as to verificatior. of qualification.. 2037
effect of certificate as evidence................ 2037
annual fee 2037
manager of additional place of business.. 2038
only registered persons to act. 2038
erasing name on conviction of crime.... 2038
PHARMACY-Continued
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2038
2039
2039
2039
Registration-Continued
suspension of certificate of .
certificate to be publicly displayed .
notice of retirement from business to be given to registrar .
executors, etc., carrying on business of deceased druggist .
Sales
sale of poisons or drugs by incorporated companies 2040.2042
certain poisons used in agriculture , 2041
poisons, schedule C 2040, 2041
mode of sale 2041,2042
record of sale....................... 2042
inspection. of books , 2042
price of article sold illegally not recoverable.... 2043
to druggist, medical practitioner, veterinary surgeon, etc. 2043
School
continuance of 2035
powers of council as to establishment and conduct of 2035
curriculum 2035
discipline 2035
Travelling Expenses
allowance to members of council.. 2035
Vicc.President
election of by council 2034
Veterinary Surgeons
sales to and supply by protected.................................................... 2043
Wholesale Dealers
restriction upon sales by 2041, 2042
protection of sales by 2043
PHYSICAL EXAMINAnON
Actions for Damages
when court may order 925
PINE TIMBER
License to Cut
see Crown Timber 449
Reservation of
see Public Lands 4-30, 433
PIPE UNES
Inspection and Control
see Well Drillers 620
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Agreements
among owners as to plan of subdivision.. 2986
Application of Act ,.......................................................................... 295l
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT-Continued
Board
meaning of 2981
approval of, to plan varying urban zone 2982
general plan of municipality and urban zone by...... 2982
plan of survey and subdivision of land by 2983
agreements amongst owners, as to subdivision of lands, etc. 2986
to conveyances by metes lind bounds 2986
widening, extension, etc., of highway 2988
certificate of, approving plans 2987
procedure and practice of 2989
2984
""'7
and subdivision.....
Conveyances
prohibition as to, under description by metes and bounds 2986
penalty for altering 2988
Council
approval of, to plan of survey
certificate of, approving plans
County Council
approval of widening of highway under jurisdiction of 2988
2981 •
Fees
certain, to be paid to cit,. on approval of plan .... 2984
Highwa}'s
general plan to show existing _ _.... 2982
prohibition as to laying out less than 66 feet.. 2983
number and width of to be considered by Board 2985
widen!ng, etc., of th.os~ under jurisdiction of county council or
hIghwaY commiSSIon 2988
approval required to establishing or stopping up in urban zone 2988
Joint Urban Zone
meaning of .....
2986
form and size of to be shown on plan 2985
prohibition as to sale of, except according to registered plan. 2986
Metes and Bounds
restriction on conveyances b:r, in certain case
Mortgagees
protection of rights of prior. 2986
2988altering plan, agreement, deed or mortgage .
Mortgages
prohibition as to, under description by metes and bounds 2986, 2987
penalty for altering 2988
Penalty
'0<
Plans
showing variation of urban zone
approval of, by Board ..
registration of, after .
filin.': copy of1 with municipal clerks .. .general of muniCipality and urban zones .
approval of before adoption ..
filing of with municipal clerks ..
2981
2982
2982
2982
2982
2983
2983
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Plans--Continued
of survey and sub-division, npproval of before registration 2983
fee to be pnid to city on approval.. 2984
certificate of council or board approving of, how given......... 2987
pennlty for altering or defacing _ _................. 2988
approval oi, showing widening, extension, etc., of eertain high.
ways 2988
2989
2982
2983
Practice and Proeedure
of board.
Registration
of plan varying urban zone .... ......
of general plan after approval of by board , . .
approval of plan of survey and subdh'ision prior to; procedure
for after . 2983, 2984
2983
2984
.. 2988
..2988,2989
2981
2981
. _ 2982, 2983
SurH:y and Subdh'ision of Land
pion of to be approved before registration
procedure for registration of .
Town Planning Commissions
appointment of by council and how composed
term of office and powers of members .
Urban Zone
meaning of _..
variation of with approval of board
general plan oi, preparaticn of .....
PLANS
Registration .
see Registration of Instruments
Land Titles .
1561
1637
PLEDGE
Pawnbrokers
regulations as to, see Pawnbrokers
.!:ee Mercantile Law ....
2136
1667
PLOWMEN'S ASSOCIATION
continued as body corpora'te ... 792
PLURAL
includes singular 8
POISON
Game
prohibition as to killing, with 3684
POLICE MAGISTRATE
Disqualification
as member of council
Mayor
acting instead of ... .. ....
2713,2714
2817
Yt:lIatioul> Actions Against
see Public Authorities Protection
see Magistrates
1293
1284
C74 JNDEX.
...... 225, 226
226
226
225
225
. 225, 226
to particular
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Candidate
not to receive
Corporation
meaning of .
contributions prohibited
liability of directors and officers.
Corrupt Practice
when offence against Act to be
Direttor
liability of
Lieensee
meaning of .
contributions prohibited
Liquor Assoeiation
meaning of . .
contributions prohibited .
liability of members , .
Official Agent
contributions to be made through
return by, to returning o:Jiccr..
Penalty
making or receiving contributions ..
aiding or abetting ~ .
recovery of .
where offence committed with respect
election .. ....... ... . .
Public Contractor
meaning of .
contributions prohibited .
Returning Officer
statement to be sent to .
preservation of statements for inspection .
Statement
official agent to mllke .
preservation and inspection
Summary Trials Court
when offence may be tried before.
POOR LAWS
excepted from adoption of English law
POSSE COMITATUS
calling out by mayor
POSTHUMOUS CHILD
rights of, as to estates in land
POULTRY ASSOCIAnONS
continued as bodies corporate
191, 192
225
225
225
226
225, 226
225
225
191
193
226
226
225
193
194
193
194
226
1375
2767
1404
POUNDS
lXDE.X. Gi5
P••OE
Animals
what may be imponded...................................................................... 3591
notice to prevent trespass of geese and poultry... 3591
penalty for non-compliance.......................................................... 3591
impounding where common pound not secure.............................. 3591
deposit of poundage fees on........................................................ 3591
release to owner on furnishing security........................................ 3591
when distrainor may retain.. 3591
notice of sale of.......... 3592
duty of pound-keeper, etc., to fe~d.................................................. 3592
recovery of cost of food, etc 3593
sales after notice and application of purchase money................ 3593
penalty for neglect to feed......... 3594
Annual Statement
showing particulars of anima s impounded, etc. 3594
penalty for ne~lect to file with clerk.......... 3595
Bull
prohibition as to running at large in districts............................ 3590
owner of Hable for damages 3590
Breach of
penalty and damages for 1950
Damages
liability for damages by animals running at large...................... 3590
delivery of statement to poundkeeper as to.................................. 3591
determination of disputes as to by fence-viewers 3593
Fence-Viewers
determination .of disputes as to damage........................................ 3593
proceedings where decision against sufficiency of fence............ 3594
penalty for neglect of duty.... 3594
Food
penalty for not providing...... 3594
Municipal By-Laws
providing yards f;>r 2842
Penalties
recovery and application of.. 3595
Poultry
trespass by, notice to owner to prevent......................................... 3591
penalty for neglect to prevent 3591
time of sale of........................ 3592
Poundage Fees
deposit of by person impounding 3591
Poundkeeper
notice to clerk as to animals impounded........................................ 3591
agreement by impounder indemnif)·ing........................................ 3591
duty 9f as to supply of food 3592
sales of animals impounded 3593
penalty for refusing to supply food................................................ 3594
annual statement to clerk as to animals impounded.................. 3594
certifying and penalty for neglect to file.................................. 3595
Proyisional Judicial District
animals running at large in.................................................... 3590
special provision as to bull over 10 months 3590
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Sales
notice of by poundkeeper.. , .
time within which certain animals not to be sold.
how effected and application of purchase money .
Security
by person impounding
by owner
POWER OF APPOINTMENT
3592
3592
3593
3591
3591
Ell:ccution of
see ConveYancing and
Married Women
execution by""...
POWER OF ATTORNEY
law of Property . 1400
1897
Death of Constituent
validity of provision for exercise of power after death 1391
Registration
where necessary .
proof required where production impossible
1549
1549
RC\'ocation
validity of acts done before knowledge of
POWER COMMISSION
1391
Abandonment
registration of notice
total and partial
Accounting
Commission may prescribe system or..
713
713
735
Actions
not to be brought against Commission without fiat
Annual Report
what to eontain .
form of
Apportionment
of salaries and expenses among works and undertakings .
of amounts payable by municipalities taking power from
Commission . . .
Appropriations
payments oyer to Commission, how to be made .
special warrant may issue when exhausted .
Arbitration
See Expropriation.
Arrears
Commission's powers and duties as to enforcing payment of..
eollection of by municipality on direction from Commission..
Assembly
membership in Commission not to disqualify ..
701
701
702
70J
72G
715
715
723
730
701
Il'DEX. 677
POWER COMMISSION-Continued
Assessment
how far lands and property of Commission liable 714
Attorney-General
consent required to action against Commission............................ 701
Audit
accounts to be subject to................ 703
expense of 703
Goard of Education
obligations of municipal commission to extend to 743
Board of Railway Commissioners of Canada
overhead wires. ordering discontinuance of.................................... 740
Bonds
See Finance.
Bookkeeping
Commission may prescribe system of............................................ 735
Bridges
power as to carrying works over or along 711
Buildings
acquiring lands for offices. etc. 713
how far exempt from taxation 714
B)··Products
sale of and application of revenue from 717
Chairman
appointment of 700
remuneration of 700,' 701
Chief Engineer
authority for appointment of 701
Coal
power to acquire works for development of electricity by........ 707
701
'701
700
700
700
700
700
700
700. 701
701
701
Commi sion
constitution of ..
to be body corporate ..
how composed .
chairman, appointment of .
tenure of office -
vacancies, how filled .
remuneration ..
membership in, not to disqualify for Assembly ..
officers. appointment and remuneration of ..
actions not to be brought against without consent of Attor-
ney-General . .
not liable for errors in estimates .
Compensation
for property taken or injured
See Expropriation
removal of obstructions on rights of way....... 712
damage from contact of lines of different companies 731
Compulsory Powers
See Expropriation
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Conduits
location of, how determined .
Contracts
approval of, by Licutena:ll-Governor in Council
Debentures
approval of Commission before issue of, by municipal cor-
poration for extensions, etc .
absence of, to render by-law void
Dnelopment Works
power to acquire
operate under lease .. _.
acquiring stock in company
Disqualification
of member of councilor commission for disobeying provisions
as to rates or accounting
for misapplication of surplus moneys
Distributing Company
Commission may entcr into agreement with .
application of profits .
Dominion Railway Board
joint action with Commission in ordering lines underground
Easements
right. to acquire , .
Electrical Appliances
assessment of property used in retailing
manufacture of
Employees
superannuation and pension scheme for
Engineering Service
when to be rendered to municipal corporations
rAlI&
712,713
723
734, 735
735
707,708
70'
70'
737
739
722, 72~
723
740
711
715
716, 717
706
716,717
700
Estimates
Commission not liable for errors in ,..................... 701
furnishing on application for supply of power for street light-
ing in townships 726
Executive Council
representation on Commission
Expenditures
setting apart revenue for.
to be made out of general fund
Expropriation
powers exerciseable under Order-in-Council generally .
how exercised, application of Public Works Act .
taking lands, easements, etc , .
removal of obstructions on right-r.of-way .
right to erect means of transmission and distribution
for office buildings, etc. . .
abandonment, rights as to . .
compensation . ..
sole arbitrator, appointment of .. ,.................. . .
power!t c'Xcrr.i!tcl\hle on property of owner having e'Xpropria-
tory powers . . .
704
704
707-709
710,711
711
712
712
713
713
711,713
71.
714
1"OI::X .
POWER COMMISSION-Continued
Finance
apportionment of expenses of administration ..
annual report, particulars to be included .
audit _ .
income and expenditures, ho\", dealt with ..
r;~e~~e~~~d ...~~.~ .. ~~~.~.~~ ::::: :::::::..:::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
sinking funds ..
l'aising money for purposes of Commission ..
appropriations, how dealt with ..
interest on advances by Province ..
bond issues by Commission .
Provincial guaranty .
collection of cost of power, etc., from municipalities .
Flooding Lands .
powers as to
67[)
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701
701,702
703
703
704
704
704, 705
715
715
715
716
716
724
708
717
Guaranty
authority of Government to guarantee bonds of Commission .. , 716
. performance of contract by Commission 716
repayment of advances from banks 716
High School Trustees
obligations of municipal commission to extend to 743
Highways
cost of removal, alteration, etc., of works,-adjustment and
apportionment of 699
. power as to carryins;:- works over or along 711
estimate of cost of lighting, to be furnished on request 726
Hydraulic Machinery
manufacture of
Hydro-Electric Railway
fiat not necessary in actions for negligence....... 755
Income
application of
reserve fund
general fund
703
704
704
Inspection
regulations as to 732-734
In tallation
control and inspection of, by Commission :.732-734
InsulatilJn
power of Commission as to, where wires of different corpora-
tions come in contact 731
Insurance
duty o~ .municipal corporation~ and commissions as to main-
talnmg 735
arrangements for group insurance 736
Interest
application of excess earnings on account of 705
annual payments on advances from Province .. 715
by municipality to Commission to include 724
GBO
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Investment of Funds
in Government securities 704
701
Lands
taking or acquiring, scc Expropriation infra .
power to sell or otherwise dispose of, when no longer required 713
Lcgislath'e Assembly
membership in Commission not to disqualify
Loan!~
See Finance
!\tining
powers of Commission liS to regulation and control of clectri·
cal installation, when not to apply
Municipal Debentures
not included in ascertaining limit of borrowing powers..
power of contracting cl>rporation to issue .
submission of by-law for issue of
Municipal Commissions
for construction and management of works for development of
power in township arcs ,." .
approval of works of .
commission to be established in contracting municipality.
how composed in eity of 100,000 or over .
members not to be ir.tcrested in certain concerns _ .
not to be officers of electrical companies
disqualification of, for contravention of Act
l\lunicipal Corporations
relief from liability fl'om flooding, powers of Commission as to
Commission may undertake preparation of plans, etc., for
rendering engineering service to .
contracts for supply of power to .
applications for power, estimates to be furnished
vote of electors on question .
debentures not to be included in fixing limit of borrowing
powers . . .
right of contracting corporation as to entering on lands .
enforcing agreement .
sectional by-laws in townships .
powers of contracting corporations generally .
borrowing powers .
supplying power outside municipality _ ..
expenditure to be repayable to Commission by .
cost of power chargeable to "._ .
relief from collection of moneys on sinking fund account
powers of Commission as to extending time for payment.
surplus funds held by Commission, how dealt with .
rates charged by, to be upproved by Commission .
system of bookkeeping to be prescribed by Commission .
construction. of underground conduits where overhead lines
ordered to be discontinued : .
commission to be establishC!d in contracting municipality
734
718
722
722
72273.
741
741
742
742
742
708
717
717
718
718
718
718
718, 719
71'
721
722
722
722
724
724
724
72'
72'
735
735
739,740
741
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Municipal Corporations and Commissions
collection of arrears by Commission on default of corporation
liability for improper conduct with regard to rates .
action by Commission on default of .
application of surplus at credit of .
liability for misapplication 01 surplus .
disqualification of member .
penalty for disobeying order of Commission .
commission to be established in contracting municipality .
how composed in city of 100,000 or over .
members not to be interested in certain concerns .
not to be directors or officers of electrical companies .
disqualification of, for contravention of Act .
Municipal Council
personal responsibility for illegal issue of debentures for ex-
tensions, etc , .
lunicipal Employees
agreement for inclusion of, in superannuation or pension fund
of Commission .
Municipal Taxation
how far lands and property of Commission liable .
Office Buildings
acquiring lands for ..
expense repayable by municipalities .
Officers
apportionment :and salaries ..
Oil
power to acquire works for development of electricity by........
Patent Rights
power of Commission as to acquiring : .
members of municipal commission not to be interested in ..
Penalties
recovery and application of .
Pension Fund .
cost of administration, how borne ..
municipal employees, inclusion of by arrangement .
Poles
location of, how determined .
changing location of, apportionment of expense ..
Police Villages
when trustees to be deemed municipal corporation ..
submission of question as to contract with Commission .
township to levy rates .
extension or improvement of works where contract entered
into .
approval of by-law by Commission .
assent of electors .no.t required ..
trustees to be commission .
appointment of secretary-treasurer .
audit of accounts .
not to be considered separate corporation in rural power dis-
trict unless contract has been made .
681
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736
736,737
737
738
739
739
739
741
741
742
742
742
734
706
714,715
713
713
701
707
717
742
734
706
706
712
712
719
719
719
720
720
720
720
720
720, 721
729
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)'roperty
determination of disputes as to location of poles, conduits, etc. 712
taking or using for purposes of Commission
See Expropriation
Public School Trustees
obligations of municipal commission to extend to 743
I'ublic Utilities l\ct
application of, to municipalities entering into contracts.
appointment of commissIOn under .
Railway and Municipal Board
determination of disput~3 as to locati'lD of poles, conduit.s, etc 712
when jurisdiction of, nol to apply to system of accouning of
municipal commissions .... ,........... 735
Railway Company
Commission may enter into agreement with .
application of proceeds .
Rates
enforcing payment of arrears due Commission .
in rural power districts .
hearing and determining disputes as to .
approval of Commission as to
722
723
723
72'
732
735
Regulation and Co.ntrol
approval of distributing works 730
conditions of approval 731
insulation 731
initiating corporation to bear expense 731
settling claims for damage by one corporation against another 731
exclusive jurisdiction 01 Commission , , 732
ouster of jurisdiction of courts 732
rates, complaints as to 732
regulation of ..... 735
collection of arrears 736
inspection of installation and appliances before use 732, 733
prohibiting advertising until works or products approved... 733
issuing plans and specifications 733
orders to secure safety of persons or property 733
appointment of inspectors 733
prescribing fees for permits, inspection, etc. 733
collection and disposal of fees and fines 733
powers of inspectors 733, 734
non-liability of Commission for acts of others 734
penalties . . 734
consent to issue of debe:ltufCs for extcn!~ions, etc., of munici·
pal plant ,......................................................... 734
book-keeping, prescribing system of 735
mining, regulations of Commission not to apply to 735
Railway and Municipal Board, when jurisdiction not to apply 735.
insurance against loss or damage to person or property, muni-
cipal corporation to maintain 735
amount and terms 736
group insurance ...... 736
arrear.'! of chargc.'!, collcction of 736
offences by municipal corporations ;,:;;j··~~·;;;~issi~~s..~~:ith· re-
gard to rates and accounts 736,737
compliance with Act, power to enforce 737
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Regulation and Control-Continued
penalty for disobeying orders of Commission .
surplus, in accounts of municipal corporation, application of .
liability for misapplication of .
wires, powers of Commission as to ordering underground ..
Reserve Fund
power to establish .
objects of ..
Retail Business
assessment of .
Rel'enue
to go into general fund .
application of, from sale of by·products .
from utilization of works for other tnan power purposes....
683
737
738
739
739,740
704
704
715
704
717
717
Right-of-Way
power as to removing obstructions 712
agreement with railway company for use of 723
Rural Distribution
provincial aid to .. 752
Rural Hydro-Electric Distribution
grants in aid of distribution works in rural power districts 752
grants in aid of works of corporation supplying power in ad-
joining township or in rural power district 752
grants chargeable to capital account 752
Rural Power Districts.
provision as to street lighting in township areas not to apply
to :....................... 727
power.of Commi~sion as. 't? se~ng apart areas under contract
Wlth townshIp mUniCIpalitIes 728
existing distribution systems may be acquired 728
police village not to be deemed separate corporation............ 729
alteration of boundaries 729
assent of electors not required to contract for supply of power 729
rates, commission to fix 729
apportionment of cost on annual adjustment 729
enlargement of areas 729
street lighting in 729
Safety
powers of Commission as to regulation and controL............... 732 - 734
ordering overhead wires underground 739,740
School Taxes
how far property of Commission assessable for 714, 715
Secretary
authority for appointment of 701
Shares in Companies
authority for acquring and guaranty of payment . ...... 709
Sinking Fonds
how to be formed........................................................................ 704, 705
application of receipts on sinking fund account 705
annual payments over to Treasurer 705
i.D.vestment of excess above requirements 705
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704
Sinking Funds-Continued
application of other receipts on account of 705
rate of interest to be credited to ...._.............. .,.... 705
annual payments by municipality to Commission to include, . 724
relief of municipality against collection for first five yeara of
contract 724
Special Funds
to form part of general fund
70'.,:0.
Street Lighting
townships,-supply of power for, on petition in described area 726
rural power districts. 729
Superannuation Funds
authority to establish and maintain
Supplies
power to purchase and dispose of 716,'717
Surplus
application of, after collection from municipality.... .....
at credit of municipal corporation or commission, application
of . .
725
788
System
what to be deemed
relation to other systems
formation and alteration of
annual adjustment bet een .
Taxation
how far property of Commission liable
Townships
street lighting in
Township Areas
by-laws for establishing distribution works .
for entering into contract with Commission .
submission to electors .., .
setting apart or enlarging area
debentures, issue of .
commission for construction and management of works for
development of power .. . .
Street Lighting in Townships
petition of resident freeholders . .
application by council to Commission .
estimate of cost to be furnished ..
consideration of, by council .
withdrawal of petitioners .
council may pass by-law authorizing contract .
issue of debentures
special rate on property affected .
annual payments to Commission.
72S
72'
72S
72'
714
72'
721
721
721
721
721
722
72'
72'
72'
727
727
727
727
727
728
Transformers
changing location of, apportionment of expense 712, 713
Trees
power to remove when obstructing right of way 712
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711
Underground Lines
joint order of Commission and Dominion Railway Board .. 740, 741
Viaducts
power as to carrying works over or along .
Water Courses
power as to carrying works over or along .
'Vater Powers
powers as to acquiring and de'leloping , .
Water Privileges
power as to acquiring, impro'oing, etc " ..
adjustment of cost for works or improvements " ..
works heretofore constructed " " " .
appeals from apportionment ..
annual assessment of cost to riparian proprietors .
contribution by Province ..
Wires
right of contracting municipal corporation to enter on lands
to put up , "" " " " ..
ordering underground , " .
disobedience of orders respecting overhead .
Works
what to include ..
what may be undertaken generally ..
powers which may be exercised on highways and streets .
how far exempt from taxation .
constructing for municipal corporations .
disposing of by-products and application of proceeds ..
utilizing for other purposes when not required for power ..
regulation and control of municipal works by Commission
See Regulation and Control, supra
POWER COMMISSION INSURANCE
711
706-711
706-711
709
709, 710
710
710
710
718, 710
739,740
740
700
706,711
711,712
714
717
717
717
Agreement
between commission and municipal authority for insurance for
employees 753
between commission and insurance corporation.......................... 753
Cost of Insurance
how borne , 753, 754
Regulations
prescribing terms and conditions of payments............................ 754
POWER UNES
Highways
cost of removal, alteration, etc., of works,-adjustment and
apportionment of :....................................................... 609
Power Commission
ordering use of underground conduits, etc ,... 739
POWER OF SALE
see Mortgages of Real Estate 1412
686
PREAMBLE
effect of
PRESCRIPTION
see Limitations
PRESQU'lLE PARK
Animals
regulations as to hunting
I~I)EX.
PAoa
•
1179
8,.
Assessment and Taxation
powers and duties of commission as to..
Birds
regulations as to shooting .
Bridges
municipalities relieved as to liability for non-repair oi...
Brighton, Township of
park separated from for municipal and school purposes.
not to be liable for non-repair of highways
By·Laws
general powers of commission as to ............•....
authentication of .
penalties for violating .
approval of by Lieutenant-Governor in Council..
Commission
appointment of . .
tenure of office.. . .
compensation .
chainnan and secretary
powers of generally .
power to employ officers, workmen, etc .
actions not to lie against members personally without consent
of Lieutenant-Governor in CounciL ..
Constables
appointment of, by commission
Debentures
power of commission as to borrowing money on..
guaranteeing by Province
Drainage
powers of commission as to .
Elections
duties of commission
Expropriation
powers of commission .
Finance
collection of arrears of rent, etc : .
borrowing powers .
nS3CllSmcnt ond toxotion ..
books of account ..
audit .
896
8"
896
896
8.6
893,894
6..
89.
89'
891
691
8916.,
892-895
89'
896
893
8"
89'
893
6.6
6'7
69.
89.
8"
8"
696
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PRESQU'ILE PARK-Continued
Fire Protection
powers of commission as to .
Game
regulations as to ..
Highways
duty of commission as to maintaining .. ..
municipalities relieved as to liability for non-repair of.. .
Hunting
regulations as to ..
Improvements
powers of commission as to .
Judicial Purposes
park to remain part of United Counties of 1 orthumberland
and Durham for ..
Lands
what included in Park. ..
powers as to acquiring and taking ..
Leases
inquiry by commission as to .
Licen.ses
by-laws respecting ..
fees to be paid over to commission ..
l\Iunicipal Matters
park separated from United Counties of orthumberland and
Durham for purposes of ..
Northumberland and Durham
park separated from for municipal but not judicial purposes
not liable for non-repair of highways ..
Park
what lands to be set apart for purposes of ..
to be open to public .
Penalties
violation of by-laws .
Public Utilities
application of general law .
Rent
powers of commission as to collection of .
Revenue
powers and duties of commission as to collection of .
Roads
powers of commissions as to .
regulations and by-laws respecting improvement of
municipalities relieved from liability for maintenance
School Matters
general powers of commission as to ..
687
p.!C&
893
896
894
896
896
892,893
896
891
897
892
893
894
896
896
896
891
894
894
894
892
92, 893
893
93
96
893
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PRESQU'ILE PARK-Continued
Sidewalks
regulations for construction of
responsibility for maintenance .
'falls
power to charge ..
approval of, by Lieuter.nnt-Governor in CounciL .
Transpo~'tation
powers of commission as to .
Tree Planting
powers of commission as to
Voten' Lists Act
performance of duties under .
PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS BY FIRE IN HOTELS
see Hotels, Accidents by Fire in .
PRIORITY AMONG CREDITORS
abolition of
see Creditor's Relit!
PRISONER
Death
inquest compulsory
Election CuUft
production before
Extra-Mural Employment
regulations as to
Liquor and Drugs
penalty for supplying
Order of Protection
right of wife to .. , _., .
Probation, Release on
see Probation Officers
Transfer of
to gaol, in adjoining- county .
to provincial institutions .
see Andrew Mercer Reforrmtory. . .
Gaols . , .
Industrial Farms .
Reformatories for Ontario_._ .
PRISONS AND PUBLIC CHARITlES INSPECTION
see Inspection of Prisons and Public Charities...
PRIVATE ACT
Interpretation
must be expressly so declared
what rights bound by
89'
894, 896
89'
896
89'
89'
•895, 896
'64'
1234
1317
233, 237
,4059,4154
4060
'''0
4155
4055
4057
4028
4052
4047
4022
4.14.5
,
•
I DEX.
PRIVATE DETEcnVES
Barristers
Act not to apply to ..
Collectors
licensees not to act as
Constables
when not to engage in business
Employees
need not obtain license . . ..
record of, to be kept by licensee
Fees
for license .
Information
to be treated as confidential
License
requirements as to . .
application for , .
security ..
issue and renewal............. .....
revocation by Treasurer .
lercantile Agencies
license not required for ..
Operatives •
responsibility for ..
Penalty
for contravention of any pro\'isions of Act
Provincial Constable
not to act as ..
Removals
notice required . .. ..
Retnrns
from licensed corpotations
Security .
licensee to furnish " ..
Solicitor
Act not to apply to .....
PRIVATE FOREST RESERVES
Declaration by Order in Council
registration and effect of
Forestation
arrangements as to
Cattle
prohibiting running at large
G 9
rAGE
2147
2148
2147
2147
2147
2146
2147
2146,2147
2146
2146
2146
2146
2146
2147
2148
2147
2147
2147
2146
2147
3547
3547
3547
3547
G9U
PRIVATE HOSPITALS
INDE."{,
see Hospitals and· Charitable Institutions "
PRIVATE SANITARIA FOR MENTAL DISEASES
4138
...........
Accommodation
statement as to, with application for license
Additions and Alterations
notice and approval of .
Admission
requisition and medical cerHficate ..
from places out of Ontario
voluntary patients .
copies of requisitions, etc., to be sent to visitors
of alcoholic habituRtes
of drug habituates
Alcoholic Habituates
admission of, voluntary application .
terms of . . .
committal on application of relatives or friends
powers of judge ".
order. when judge may make .
escape and re~taking .
provisions to extend to drug habituates
Attorney-General
leave of, required for prosecutions
4094
4097
4098
4099
4100
4101'
_4109,4110
4111
4109
. 4109
4110
4110
4110
4111
4111
4109
Board
meaninl; of
llCC Villliol'll in£{a
.
................................ 4093
. 4100,4101
.,... , ,...... 4102
Clerk of the Peace
to be member and secrdary of board of visitorll
paymcnt and duties as secretary ._ .
to pay expenses incurred under order of board
Clinical Records
entry to be made by medical attendant .
how to be kept .
Corporation
particulars to be given on application for license by
4005
4097
4109
4093
Coroner
notice to be given to, in case of death of.patient .
Death
of patient, duty of proprictor or superintendent
record and notice of .
......,4101,4102
.. 4101,4102
. 4101,4102
Diseharge
record and notice of .
order for, by person signing r(quisition , .
who may give order for .
objection by superintendent or medical attendant .
on order of inspector or visitors .
objections of superintendent or medical attendant .
powers as to, not to extend to criminal or certain other patients
duty of secretary as to giving information as to .
on probation . .
of voluntary patit'nt .
4101
4105
4105
4106
4106
4106
4106
4107
4107
4110
INDEX.
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rAGE
4094
Drugs
penalty for supplying to patient 4108
Drug Habituate
meaning of :.............................................. 4093
application of provisions as to alcoholic habituates to 4111
Escape
procedure in case of, notice 4101
retaking patient 4101
notice of retaking 4101
penalty for assisting in 4108
Evidence
powers of the inspector as to 4108
Fees
for licenses, application of 4097
on transfer of license to other premises 4098
Fire Escapes
statement as to, with application for license
Friends
access of, to patients 4107
entrusting patients to custody of 4107
Hospital for Insane
transfer of patient to 4106
Inebriates
voluntary admissio!l and committal of 4109,4110
admission and detention of 4110
Inspection
by visitors or inspector .4103-4105
duties of inspector 4147
Inspector
meaning of 4093
to visit premises and report on application for license 4094
powers as to medical attendance 4102
to visit and inspect at least yearly, and report .4103, 4147
enquiries to be made by 4103, 4104
may inspect at any hour 4105
discharge on order of 4106
order for information as to persons detained 4107
order admitting access to patient 4107
enforcing attendance of witnesses 4108
Intoxicating Liquor
meaning of 4093
penalty for supplying to patient 4108
voluntary admission, or compulsory committal of alcoholic
habituates 4109, 4110
J oint Proprietors
license to remain in force as to survivor 4098
Judge
to be member and chairman of board of visitors .. 4095
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PRIVATE SANITARIA FOR MENTAL DISEASES-Continued
41Q9
4102
4102
4102
4095
4096
4100
4098
4099
4099
4099
4101
4102
........4100, 4101
4106
Lil:cnse
application for, notice of , . 4093, 4094
plan and statement of particulars to accompany application.... 4094
issue and term of .. 4094
security to be given 4095
fee for 4096
application of fees .... 4097
premises covered by ,............... 4097
transfer of, on death or incapacity........ 4097
removal to other premises, approval of plans. etc. 4098
fee on transfer , ,.... 4098
to be laid before visitors and inspector 4104
suspension or revocation of, on report of inspector 4147
Limitation or Adions
for things done under Act
Medical Attendance
superintendent and assistants
powers of board and inspector .
clinical records, how to be kept .
Medical Attendant
entries to be made by, in clinical records
objection by; to removal or discharge
Medical Certificates
upon admission of patients .
·where patient domiciled out of Ontario
in speclRl cases of urgency , , .
who disqualified from giving
copies to be sent to visitors ...
when patient may have copy of ..
Medical Practitioners
to be members of board of visitors .
not to certify for admission or attend patient when visitors..
signing false certificate of admission ..
4108
4095
4096
4093
4134
.......4093, 4094
4096
4096
409'
4100
4101
4101
Meetings
of boards of visitors, how summoned .
to be held privately .
Minister
meaning of .
Morphia
penalty for supplying to patient
Notice
of application for license, contents and delivery of .
removal of superintendellt .
of removal to other premises ; .
to inspector on receiving p~tson mentally diseased.
of admission of voluntary patient .
of escape and retaking of patient .
removal, discharge or death of pahent .
Nurses
visitors and inspector to enquire as to qualifications of ......
Oath
of visitors .
of assistant secretary . 4096
I~'DE.,,(.
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4110
4110
4094
4097
4098
4105
Patients
statement as to accommodation for to accompany application
for license 4094
conditions of admission of 4098
admission from other COUll tries 4099
voluntary admission of 4100
entry of disorder to be made in clinical records 4100, 4101
escape, retaking after 4101
removal, discharge or death of patient 4101
when entitled to copies of requisition and medical certificates 4102
medical attendance, what required 4102
duties of visitors and inspector with regard to 4103, 4104
authority for removal or discharge 4105
objection to removal or discharge 4106
transfer to other institutions 4106
discharge of, under order of inspector or visitors 4106
order for information as to detention of 4106
order admitting to access to 4107
entrusting to custody of friends . 4107
excursions for benefit of health 4108
penalty for assisting to escape 4108
authority of superintendent as to discharge of, when admission
voluntary , .
Penalty
visitor certifying to admission of patient in 4096
medical practitioner signing false certificate 4100
neglecting to keep register of patients 4100
omitting entry in clinical records 4101
neglecting to report escape or re-taking 4101
omitting duty on death of patient 4102
not keeping clinical records properly............................................ 4103
neglecting to transmit visitors' entries or to report admissions 4105
refusing access of friends to patient after order 4107
supplying liquor or drugs to patients 4108
assisting to escape 4108
application of 4109
leave required for prosecution 4109
how recoverable and before whom 4109
Petition
for committal of alcoholic habituate ..
Plan
to accompany application for license .
alterations and additions .. ..
removal, new plan ..
to be hung up in conspicuous place ..
Premises
plan of 4094
additions and alterations 4097
removal 4097,4098
Proprietor
meaning of . 4093
application for license 4093
transfer of license on death or incapacity.................................... 4097
death of joint proprietor, license to remain in force as to sur·
vivor 4098
to send copies of requisition and medical certificates to visi-
tors 4101
to give notice of escape and retaking. 4101
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Proprietor-Continued
duty on removal, discharge or death of patient
duty of, on inspection by inspector or visitors..
reports to be made by .
Prosecutions
leave required for ...
before whom
Register of Patients
proprietor or superintendent to keep
penalty for not keeping .
Report
of inspector on visits and inspection
Requisition
for admission of patient.
copies to be sent to visi>ors .n••••••••••••••••••••••••
when patient may have copy of ,.. ,..
Sanitarium
meaning of .
Sanitary Arrangements
statement as to, with application (or license .
Secretary
of board' of visitors, clerk of the peace to be
assistant to . .
payment of .
recording objections to discharge .
duty as to giving lnforrllatlon as to persons detained.
Security
to be given by licensee
Sheriff"
to be member of board of visitors
Site
statement as to, with application for license
Summary Conviction
penalties recoverable on
Summons
to witnesses by inspector or visiton
J'.\O~
4101
4104
4105
4109
4109
4100
4100
4103
4098
4101
4102
4093
4094
4095
4096
4096
4106
4107
4095
4095
4094
4109
4108
Superintendent
when name, et<:., to be stated on application for license. 4093
removal of , , ,........ 4096
powers and duties as to aom)s,&)on .4099, 4100
voluntary patients .. 4100
to send copies of requisitions and medical certificates to visi-
tors . 4101
to give notice of escape and retaking 4101
duty on removal, discharge or death of patient .4101, 4102
duty of on inspection by inspector or visitors 4104
objection, etc., to removal or discharge ,..... 4106
refusing access of friends to patient after order 4107'
return of patient to custody of friends 4107
authority as to discharge of voluntary patients 4110
l:"OEX.
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4100
4110
4100
4105
4095
4095
4095
4095
4095
4095
4095
4096
Unlicen ed Houses
restrictions upon 4099
Visitor
board of, who to be members .
chairman and secretary................. .
remuneration . .
not to have pecuniary interest .. .. .
disqualification, appointment of substitute .
oath of ..
meetings, how summoned ..
to be held privately..................... .. .
if medical members of board, must not certify for admission,
etc. 4096
notice to be given to, of removal of superintendent 4096
duty of upon admission of voluntary patient . . .. 4100
copy of requisitions, etc., to be sent to 4101
notice of escape, retaking, removal, discharge or death. .., 4101
powers as to medical attendance 4102
duties of as to visitation 4103,4104
enquiries to be made by 4104
may inspect at any hour 4105
discharge on order of 4106
exception 4106
order for information as to person detained............................. . 4107
order admitting access to patient .. .. 4107
consent to excursions of patient for benefit of health 4108
enforcing attendance of witnesses 4108
expenses incurred under order of, how payable 4108
Visitor' Book
record as to voluntary patient .
record of special visits in .
Voluntary Patients
admission of .
authority of superintendent as to discharge of .
, arrant
for }'etaking of patient returned to custody of friends .. 4108
Water Supply
statement as to, with application for license 4094
Witnesses
inspector or visitors enforcing attendance of . 4108
payment of 4108
PRIVILEGE
Libel and lander
what may be pleaded
PRIVY COUNCIL APPEALS
1156
Appeal
right of and restrictions on....................................... ...... . 98
Constitutional Que tion
provisions as to security not to apply to appeal....... . 900
appeal not subject to restrictions applicable in other cases 1277
D-29
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PRIVY COUNCIL APPEALS-Continued
Execution
when to be stayed.. .. .
cases where additional security required.
fiat for stay .
no stay where grounds of appeal frivolous.
Guarantee Companies' Security Act
application of
Railway and Municipal Board Orders
~hen appeal to lie from divisional court..
Security
what required .
nature and amount of , .
filing bond __ .. . , .
authority of judge for allowance of
payment into Court in lieu of bond..
PRODAnON OFFICERS
Appointment
authority for
898, 899
898, 899
900
900
899 .
2630
898
899, 890
900
899
900
4155
4156
Assistants
power to appoint n •••• ,. •••••••• • •••••• •••••••• 4155
to be ex officio provincial constable. 4156
to be officers of court and amenable to judge or magistrate 4156
expenses of, how paid 4lli6
regulations as to duties, etc. 4156
Audit
of accounts and expenses
Clerical Assistance
cxpense of providing, how bome
regulations as to ..
COUl'ts
duty of officer as to procul'ing information and seeing to the
carrying out of conditions of suspended sentence..
probation officers and assistants to be officers of ..
Duties
procuring information as to convicted persons for courts..
supt.rvising conduct of persons on suspended sentence
to see that such persons report and observe conditions
to procure restitution and reparation ..
to enforce order for maintenance of dependants
to be ex officio a provincial constable
officers of court .
regulations as to .
Office Accommodation
duty of city and county as to providing .
regulations as to .
Pro\'incial Constable
officers and assistants to be, ex officio
4156
4156
4155
4156
4155
4155
4155
4155
4155
4156
"'"4156
4156
4156
4156
I",DEX.
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PAGa
Qualifica tions
regulations as to 4156
Regulations
power to make 4156
Reports and Returns
duty as to making 4156
regulations as to 4156
Restitution
duty as to seeing that convicted person makes 4155
Salary and Expen es
how payable and audit of 4156
regulations as to 4166
PROCESSIONS
regulation by police commissioners ..
PROCLAMAnON
2885
12
Interpretation
Lieutenant-Governor in Council acting by..... 5
means proclamation under Great Seal........................ 10
Publication of
in Ontario Gazette . 317
tatutes
bringing into force by ..
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
Articled Assistants
employment of 2105
Association
establishment of 2101
to be a body corporate . 2101
.head office .. 2101
power to acquire and hold property............................................... 2101
fines, fees and penalties receivable by.......................................... 2101
membership, qualifications for .. . 2103
members to be twent~·-oneyears of age 2107
Board of Examiners
powers and duties of .. 2107
central examining board . 2108
Branche
member may register in all but can only vote in one. .. 2102
classification of membership in 2102
establishing additional branches 2102
By·laws
power of association to pass 2101
approval of Lieutenant-Governor in Council 2102
Certificates .
revocation and re-issuing of 2103
duty of registrar as to issuing 2108
Corporations
not to be members of association 2107
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS-Continued
Council
how composed . 2102
division of control as til registration and licensing in various
branches ,..... 2102
refusal to register applicant 2109
Crown Forces
Act not to apply to persons employed in
Discipline
power of association as to , , .
Examinations
when to be held .
council to prescribe . .
duties of board ..
Fees
collection of .
neglect or refusal to pay .
to be property of association .
Fines
to be property of association .
Graduates
right to registration
Read Office
where to be
Limitation or Proceeding"
for penalties under Act ..
2107
2107
2107
2108
2109
2101
2101
2105
2101
2111
License
to members registered in other Provinces
when license cannot be obtained
...2105,2106
......................... 2107
Licensing
control of, in various branches .................................................2102, 2103
Non-Resident
admission to registration .
issuing licenses to .
Partnership
quatified members only, to assume function .
Penalties
to be property of association
using title when unregistered.. ..
wrongfully advertising membership in association .
falsifying register . .
fraudulent representation as to qualifications
recovery of . .
2104
2105
2107
2101
2110
2110
2110
2111
2111
Property
power of association
President
election of
as to holding .. 2101
2102
IXDE.'\":. 699
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS-Continued
PAoe
Provisional Couneil
how composed 2111
powers and duties 2112
general meeting 2112
Registered ProCes ional Engineer
right to use title of 2106
Registrar
council to appoint 2102
duty as to keeping register 2108
penalty for falsifying register :............................................ 2110
Registration
member may register in all branches 2102
conditions of, to be controlled by members of council 2102
within one year :.............................................................. 2103
who may apply for 2103
statement to be submitted with application 2103
right of Ontario Land Surveyor 2t03
after one year 2104
of non-resident 2104
under reciprocal· arrangement with other countries 2105
of graduates 2105
Resignation
mode of 2109
removal of name from register on 2109
Seal
2102............................................................................................
each member of association to have and use 2106
Secretary
council to appoint 2102
Supreme Court
appeal to, on suspension or expulsion 2110
Suspension
power of council as to 2109
right to appeal 2110
Undergraduates
employment of 2105
Vice-President
election of
War
special provisions as to persons who served in 2106, 2107
PROFIT SHARING AGREEMENT
Partner hip
not created between master and servant........ 1806
PROPERTY AND CIVIL RIGHTS
Law of England Adopted
rule of decision, to what extent 1375
exception as to laws respecting maintenance of the poor...... 1375
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PROSECUTIONS
INDEX.
Expenses of
see Administration of Justice Expenses .
PROTECTION OF BIRDS
see Birds Protection .
PROTECTOR OF THE SETTLEMENT
see Estates Tail ....
PROVINCIAL AID TO DRAINAGE
Grant
petition for by initiating municipality.. . .
amount of . .
Report
engineer to make n .
1836
3696
1424
769
760'
769
Works
trunk drains and pumping or embanking
PROVINCIAL AUCTIONEERS
....... , . 769
issue of licenses for sale of pure-bred live stock only. 2Hi6
license fee :................................. 2156
sale to be in conjunction with local auctioneer 2156
term of, and revocation of license 2156
PROVINCIAL AUDITOR
see Audit .
PROVINCIAL CONSTABLES
see Constables ..
PROVINCIAL CORONERS
sec Coroners .
PROVINCIAL HIGHWAYS
see Highway Improvcment .
PROVINCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Water
rates for supplying .
PROVINCiAL LAND TAX
Administration
appointment of staff.
Appeals
~ district or county judge from assessment .
330
1838
1321
667
3216
'06
407
I~'"DEX.
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404
404, 405
409
404
404
409
405
405
406
406
406
407
408
408
409
409
408
409
409
405
408
407
409
406
406
406
409
409
405
Collector
means land tax collector 404
appointment of 406
duties .. 406 - 408
Forfeiture
on non-payment for two years. 408
Land
what to include .
exemptions .
Lienholders
rights and remedies of, as to payment of tax ..
Machinery
when exempt .
~lining Lands
exemption of .
~Iortgagee
rights and remedies of, as to payment of tax ..
Owner
meaning of ..
liability ..
return by ..
officer may search registry books to ascertain ..
to give notice of change of ownership ..
complaint against assessment ..
remedies against .
forfeiture of interest on non-payment ..
refusing to make returns .
making false returns ..
Penalties
non-payment of tax __ .. __ __ ..
neglect to make returns ..
making false returns .
Rate
how fixed,-notice of .
Redemption
after forfeiture for non-payment ..
Regi ter
of owners making returns ..
Regulations
power to make .
Return
owner to make .
forms to be supplied ..
\'erification of, by collector ..
refusing to make : ..
falsifying _ ..
School Section
reduction of rate in ..
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Tn
property in organized municipality not liable
liable for ".... ,,,
fixing rate annually
collection o(
when payable .
apportionment , .
to be a lien on land..
distress for .
forfeiture on non-payment .
rights of mortgagee, etc".,.
Timber License
interest of owner not taxable
Water Power Works
exemption of
PROVINCIAL LOANS
Advertisement
for sale of bonds vl' debenture:'!, to state authority for issuing
Audit
accounts relating to i~sue or redemption...
Colonial Stock Acts
recording stocks in United Kingdom under .
recording inscribed stock under
payments of judgments, etc., under , .
Consolidated Revenue Fund
raising loans upon credit of.. . , .
payment of judgment, etc., in United Kingdom out of
proceeds of issue of securities to be paid into.. . .
Currenc)'
securities may be payable in that of any country
Debentures of Ontario
raising loan by issue and sale oL .
regulations as 110....... . .
providing for sinking fund on issue of .
to contain authority for issuing............. . .
payment of lost debentures and coupons ..
powcr to cancel debentures, etc., acquired on sinking fund
account . .
Debt
regulations as to management of .
Exchequer Bills or Bonds
raising loans by issue and sale of .
Exemption From Taxation
of provincial securities..
Fiscal Agents
appointment of; for negotiation of loans .
Inscription
of government stock, regulations as to
where register may be kept for .
PAllS
405
405
405
406 - 408
408
408
408
'08
408
'09
'0'
'"
822
337
32'
322
322, 323
320, 321
322, 323
32'
321
320
320
320, 321
32'
323
323
320
321
324
"0
320
322
INDEX.
PROVINCIAL LOANS-Continued
London. England
appointment of fiscal agent at .
lunicipal Taxes
exemption of provincial securities ..
Officers
protection of, when acting under regulations ..
Provincial Taxes
exemption of securities from .
Redemption
government stock, regulations as to ..
Register
for inscription and transfer of stock .
Registration
of permanent government stock, regulations as to ..
of debentures, regulations as to ..
where register may be kept for inscription and transfer of
stock .
Regulations
powers as to making ..
force and effect of.. ..
protection of officers, etc., acting under ..
Securities
issue of, on maturity of treasury bills .
may be payable in any currency .
substitution of one class for another with consent of holder ..
officers, etc., not bound to see to execution of trusts .
proceeds to be paid into Consolidated Revenue Fund ..
exemption from provincial and municipal taxation .
rights of present holders preserved ..
cancellation by auditor and assistant-treasurer on redemption
how executed .
investment of court funds in ..
Sinking Fund
provision for general or special fund ..
Stock, Ontario Government
creation of permanent prov41cial stock .
regulations as to ..
redemption of .
raising loan by issue and sale of.. ..
providing for sinking fund .
register for inscription and transfer of ..
recording under Colonial Stock Acts .
Succession Duty
exemption of provincial securities ..
Taxation
exemption of provincial securities ..
703
320
324
323
324
320
322
320
321
322
320, 322
323
323
321
321
323
323
324
324
324
331
324
936
321
320
320
320
320, 321
321
322
322
324
324
Temporary Loans
money may be raised by 321,335
supplying deficiency in Consolidated Revenue Fund by.. 335
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PROVINCIAL LOANS-Continued
Terminable Annuities
raising loans b:\-" grant of. .
Transfer of Securities
government stock, regulations as to
register for .
Treasury nills
raising loan by issue and sale of .
issue of new securities on maturity oC .
Trusts
officers, etc., not bound to see to execution of. by holders of
securities ..
United Kingdom •
register for inscription and transfer of stock in
recording inscribed stock in.
PROVINCIAL MUNICIPAL AUDITOR
see Municipal and School Accounts Audit
PROVINCIAL PARKS
Additions
how made .
PAoa
821
320
322
321, 322
321
32.
322
322
3168
866
Algonquin National·Park
boundaries of .
cutting timber in .
rights of timber licensees
Angling License
to take fish for food
Animals
reR'ulations as to .
killing under authority
disposal of skins or furs...
Arrest
without warrant on view of offence .....
not to relieve ofrender from other penalty
Boundaries
alteration of
Brush Disposal
regulations as to .
when Minister may direct .
Confiscation ,
regulations for, of guns, traps, etc.
powers of officers as to seizure .
not to relieve from any other penalty .
Crown Lands
what may be set apart for park purposes
. 874, 875
8"
876
869
867
8.8
869
8..
870
86.
871
871
8"870
870
866
Damages
liability of offender for . 872
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Explosive
regulations for confiscation and destruction of.......................... 868
penalty for using in violation of regulations 868
Firearms
regulations for confiscation and destruction of............................ 868
penalty for using in violation of regulations................................ 868
seizure of, when unlawfully u~ed.......... 870
Firtl9
regulations for preventing and extinguishing.:............................ 867
Fish
regulations as to the preservation, protection and destruction.
of : .
liability of railway companies for protection of .
penalty for illegal fishing .
when to be taken .
nets, traps, etc., prohibited ..
in Rondeau Park .
Fur Bearing Animals
when taking of may be permitted .
marking and disposal of skins .
penalty for unlawfully marking .
Game
regulations as to the preservation, protection and destruction of
when taking of, may be permitted .
disposal of .
liability of railway companies for protection of ..
restrictions as to hunting in Rondeau Park .
Game and Fisheries Act .
park territory not withdrawn from operation .
Guides
licenses to .
Health
powers of superintendent and officers as to sanitary matters..
Hunting
regulations for prohibition of .
penalty for illegaL .
Intoxicating Liquors
See Liquor
Lands
what may be set apart by Crown .
Leases
regulations as to .
Lessees
rights of, provided for where land subsequently included in
area of park .
Licenses
regulations as to .
for fishing .
not to be- issued for sale of liquor .
to guides ..
867
873
868
869
868
876
868, 869
869
869
867
868
869
873
876
873
873
873
868
868
866
867
866
867
869
872
873
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for where land subsequently included in
Liquor
licenses not to be issued for sale of
having in prohibited quantities .
seizure and destruction .
powers of officers..
Loeatces
rights of, provided
area of park
Management
powers of Minister
regulations for .
Medical Officer of Health
superintendent to be
PAfol:
872
872
872
872
866
867
867
878
86.
Mining
regulations as to 867
withdrawal of lands from............. 866
prohibited except under regulations 872
prospecting prohibited except under regulations 872
Minister
control and management by
of on land set apart .
Natural Curiosities
regUlations as to preservation of
N."
regulations for confiscation and destruction of .
Occupation
restriction
Ontario Provincial Police
arrest without warrant on view
powers of taking possession of and confiscating implements,
weapons, skins, etc.
Pedlara
regulations for removal and exclusion of _ .
Pennlt)·
regulations for imposing .
for illegal hunting, fishing, etc .
having illegal implements in Park .
unlawfullv marking skin! or furs
unlawfully having stamp or brand in possessiOn .
trafficking in fish .
where no special penalty provided .
liability of offender for damages_
for acting as guide without 2. lkense
committal of offenders.
recovery of .
unlawfully hunting in Rondeau Park .
Prospecting
prohibited except under regulations ..
Public Health Act
powers of officers under
867
868
866
870'
87.
866
868
868
868 .
8"869
869
872
872
873
874
874
876
872
873
875, 876
876
876
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PROVINCIAL PARKS-Continued
Public Lands Act
withdrawal of lands from .
Queenston Heights Park
See iagara Parks Act ..
Queen Victoria. iagara Falls Park
See Niagara Parks Act .
Railway
special arrangements for protection of park. .
liability of company for expenses of conservation .
Rangers
regulations for appointment of.. .
power to arrest without warrant on view ..
power of taking possession of and confiscating implements,
weapons, skins, etc .
appointment of additional during railway construction ..
to have power as sanitary inspectors ..
Regulations
what may be dealt with in .
promulgation of .
to be laid before Assembly .
as to taking animals or birds or fishing in neighbourhood of
Rondeau Park .
Ril'ers
regulations as to .
Rondeau Provincial Park
boundaries of .
prohibition as to cutting timber in ..
hunting, fishing, etc., without license prohibited ..
Sanitary Inspectors
rangers to be ..
Search
powers of officers as to ..
Settlers
rights of on lands subsequently set apart ..
Spearing
penalty for .
Special Licenses
for destruction of noxious animals and birds .
Streams
regulations as to .
Summer Resorts
leases for, ..
Superintendent
regulations for appointment of.. ..jurisdiction as justice of the peace ..
report of seizure ..
power of taking possession of and confiscating implements,
weapons, skins, etc. . .
territorial jurisdiction as police magistrate ..
to have powers of member of Ontario Provincial Police .
to be ex officio medical officer of health ..
707
866
864
859
873
873
868
869
870
873
873
867
868
868
876
867
873
870
866
868
867
867
867
868
869
870
870
872
872
873
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887
868
868
870
01
866, 871
871
871
87'
878
Timber
not to, be cut in provincial park except under authority
license .
s~pervision of cutting .
wlt~dra\~..al from Iie.ense for watershed protection, etc .
cuttmg In Algonquin Park .. .
prohibition as to cutti:lg in Rondeau Park
Tourists
regulations as to buildings for accommodation of
Traps
regulations for confiscation and destruction of ..
illegal use of . . .
seizure and confiscation .
Travelling Salesmen
regulations for removal and exclusion of.... 868
Trespassers
regulations for removal and exclusion of
Visitors
regulations for buildings for accommodation of
Wardens
regulations for appointment of .
Waters
regulations as to .
868
867
868
867
PROVINCIAL POLICE
Agricultural Exhibitions
powers and duties at .
Establishment of Force
see Constables .
Provincial Parks
powers in
811
1333
869
PROVINCIAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
see Vocational Education . 3935
PROVISIONAL JUDICIAL DISTRICTS
Court Houses
erection and regulation of .
Gaols
establishment and regulation of .
Patricia
special provisions as to
Roads
see Colonization Roads
4061
4052
63
446
Settlement of
See Northern Development
Voter&' ListlJ
preparation of, in territory without municipal organization
see Voters' Lists .
43'
"
to psychiatric hospital .
PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS
Accounts
what to be kept
regulations as to
Admission
who may be received for treatment
Alcoholic Habituate
not to be admitted
BorsaI'
appointment of .
Communicable Disease
person suffering from, not to be admitted to psychiatric
hospital .
709
4087
'092
(087
4089
4087
4089
4090
Designation
particulars of 4086
Discharge
authority for 4088
voluntaIly patients 4090
patient admitted on order..... 4090
patient admitted on warrant of Lieutenant-Governor............. 4090
committal to custcdy of friends in lieu of. 4090
Drng Habitua.te
not to be admitted... 4089
Epileptic
not to be admitted
Escape
apprehension of patient 00 .
Forms
regulations as to .
Idiot
not to be admitted to pS)'chiatric hospitals .
4091
4092
4089
Incurable Disease
persons suffering
hospitals ...
from, not to be admitted to psychiatric
4089
4086
4087
Insane
persons so found not to be admitted to psychiatric hospitals.... 4089
Inspector
who to be .
accounts to be kept by .
Lieutenant·Go,·emor in Council
approval of, necessary .
designation of property by .
Maintenance
cost of, how borne .
of patients,-liability for .
collection of . .
4086
4086
4087
4089
4091
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Medical Practitioner
certificate of, sufficient authority to convey patient to hospital
Minister
who to be
control by .
4088
4086
4087
Municipality
liability for maintenance of patient by .
conveying patient to and from hospital
.................. 4089
..4091,4092
4087
4092
Officers
appointment of .
r,cg,ulations as to .
Patients
mode of admission .4087, 4058
who may be admitted.......... . 4089.40ll0
procedure where found insane........ 4068
discharge where found not insane 4058
classification of 40B9
maintenance . . .4089, 40~1
discharge of 40!!0
transfer to hospital for insane...... 40~0
committal to custody of friends.... 4091
exception 40t\1
recommittal from custody of friends............ 40!!1
Public Trustee to be official committee 40!!1
apprehension on escape.... 40!l1
cost of conveying to and from hospital.. 40!!1
regulations as to . 40!l2
t'enalties
regulations prescribing
Plans
approval of
t'robationers
not to be admitted
Public Trustee
to be official committee of patients .
Regulations
powers as to
40!l2
40136
4090
4091
4092
Revenue
application of
Senile Decay
persons suffering
Site
from, not to be admitted .
4081
4089
approval of
Superintendent
appointment of .
Tuberculosis
persons suttedne from, not to be admitted .
Warrant
apprehension of escaped patient , ..
4086
4081
4"'.
4091
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
J:\O£.'\:. 711
audit of .
see Audit 330
PUBLIC ACTS
construction of
see Interpretation 1
1295
1296
1295
1294
1293
1294
PUBLIC AUTHORITIES PROTECTION ACT
Aetions
when not to lie against justice of the peace................................ 1293
may be stayed upon summary application:................................. 1295
nominal damages only in certain cases........................................ 1295
when not to be against bailiff, etc. 1295
Bailiff
conditions of liability........................................... 1295
Constable
conditions of liability 1295
Conriction
defects in, not to render committing magistrate liable ..
action not to lie until quashed ..
protection order on quashing : .
Costs
right to recover in action where want of jurisdiction shown ..
protection may be made conditional upon payment of .
Distress
when action to lie against justice convicting 1293. 1294
Division Court Offieers
conditions of liability 1295, 1296
Imprisonment
when plaintiff only entitled to nominal damages ..
Information
informant not liable for mistakes in.............................................. 1294
Irregularities
when not a bar to protection................................................................ 1294
Jurisdiction
want of,-when cause of action against justice of the peace 1293
protection of officer acting under warrant 1294
Justice of the Peace
whom to include 1293
Limitation of Action
term of 1296
Mandamus
actions not to lie for anything done under.................................. 1296
:r-iominal Damages
when plaintiff to be limited to....... 1295
Protection Order
power of court as to making.......................................................... 1294
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PUBLIC AUTHORITIES PROTEcnON ACT-Continued
Security for Costs
right of defendant to apply for .
Sheriff
action against,--=-Jimitation of .
Ultra Vires Statutes
costs not to lie for acts done under
Warrant of Distress OJ:' Commitment
action not to lie against justice issuing..
PUBLIC CHARITIES
Inspection of
see Hospitals and Charitable Institutions .
Inspection of Prisons and Public Charities...
PUBLIC HEALTH
Abattoir
establishment of, by municipality
control of, by local board .
inspection of animals, etc .
Algonquin Park
superintendent ex-officio medical officer of health .
rangers ex-officio sanitary inspectors .
Ambulance
powers of local board as to .
Animals
when manner of keeping to be a TlUililanCe ..
See Food Supply.... . ..
1296
1296
1296
1294
4132
4145
3392
3393
3398
3397
3397
3362
3877
8390
Appeal
from order of local board involving more than $1,000.......... 3362
decision of local board on application for isolation hospital
or sanatorium 3367
Bathing
in waters supplying waterworks forbidden 3385
......................3371, 3372
Beers
regulations as to manufacture of .
BC\'crages
regulations as to manufacture of ..
permit for manufacture of .
Birth
duties of attendants as to eye diseases
Blindness
duty of physician, etc., at birth .
3357
3357
3391
3371
Boarding Schools
outbreak of communicable disease in 2376
l~DEX.
PUBLIC HEALTH-Continued
Bones
penalty for storing on unapproved premises " ..
appeal from refusal of approval .
Buildings
regulations for taking possession of .
taking without consent of owner .
Burials
regulations as to
713
3381
3381
3357
3369
3366
Butcher
inspection of premises 3392
By-Laws
enforcement of sanitary, by department and officers 3368
Calf
selling meat of, when less than three weeks old 3392
Carbonated Beverages
permit to manufacture or bottle 3391
Cattle
See Food Supply
Cattle Yards
establishment of, by municipality................................................ 3392
control and ~spection 3393
Cemetery
nuisance conditions in 3378
Certiorari
proceedings not removable by..... 3398
Cheese Factory
inspection of, action where, found in dangerous condition ....... 3383
Chief Inspector of Health
appointment, powers and duties of 3363
Churches
power to close in epidemic .. 3372
Colleges
communicable disease, provision for protection of persons at-
tending 3376
Communicable Disease
meaning of 3362
regulations as to 3366-3367
disinfecting premises at cost of municipality............................ 3362
isolation hospitals and sanatoria, establishment of 3366
emergency hospitals 3368, 3369
taking possession of buildings, etc. .. 3369
householder to give notice . 3371
removal of person or clothing, etc., consent of medical officer of
health 3371
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Communicable Disease-Continued
, .
exposed, who to be deemed to be " ..
births, duty of physician, nurse, etc., as to eye diseases
physician to report "" .
duty of local authority, generally.................. . .
closing places of public assembly, schools, etc. . .
isolation of patient, placarding . .
neglect of duty by local authority, liability of municipality.
removal of patient, consent required .
right to enter premises, and remove patient..
public conveyances, steamboats, etc .
removal of patient from unsanitary dwelling.
disinfection, precautions to be taken ..
patient not to mint!'le with public , .
notice to owner of conveyance before using .
bedding, clothing, etc., precautions to be taken before selling,
etc. . .
disinfection of premises .
owner of premises not to give false information .
transportation of infected persons, and corpses, penalty
schools, notice to head of.... . .
duty of local board and teacher
penalty for offences as to
3371
3371
3372
8372
3372
3372
3373
3378
3n8
3373
3S74
31374
8374
3375
3376
8376
3376
3375
3376
3376
""Compensation
taking possession
owner .......
of land or buildings without consent of
"."
Conference
for medical officers of health . 3366
3391
Constables
rendering assistance to officers ,....... 3393
unorganized territory, to be ex-officio sanitary inspectors.. 3397
Consumption
restrictions on establishment of institutions 3366.3358
Contagious Diseases of Anima19
scientific examinations as to .
Continuing Offence
prosecution for
Conveyance
disinfection of ..
3394
3375
3375
Dairy
inspection of, action where found in dangerous condition.... 3383
Dead Body
transportation , .
Dental and Medical Inspection
of schools, by local board .
Department
powers and duties of . .. . .
investigations by, powers of officer .. . .. . . . ..
powers of officers ..
.3862,83E2
"64
3365
8367
il5
PUBLIC HEALTH-Continued
Deputy Minister
powers I1S officcr of health .
1'''01:
3357
Disease
regulations for prevention and mitigation of _ _ 3355
Disinfedion
by medical officer of health at cost of municipality
apparatus for, powers of local board .
precautions as to . . .
3363
3362
3362,3373-3377
Distilled Waters
regulations as to manufacture of . 3357
3355
3378
District Health Officer
appointment, salary, and duties of .. . 3357, 3358
power to summon special meeting of local board 3359
Drainage
regulations as to . ..
schools, etc., when to constitute a nuisance
Elections
postponement of, on account of epidemic 3395, 3396
as to
Emergency Hospital
establishm'ent of, by local health authority
taking possession of premises
Enforcement
powers of department and officers
expenses of, how paid .
.. , 3368, 3369
3368
3358
3359
Eye Disease
duties of attendants at birth as to . 3371,3872
3391
. 3391, 3392
3392
3392
3392
3393
8393
Food Supply
inspecting meat, fruit,. ve,etables, fish, ete. 3390
penalty for exposing articles unfit for human food 3390
contagious diseases of animals, investigations as to .. 3390,3391
onus of proof in prosecutions .. 3391
carbonated and other beverages, pennit to manufacture or
bottle .
hogs, feeding certain things to .
butchers, inspection of premises of .
calf, selling meat under three weeks old .
municipal slaughter houses, abattoirs and cattle yards
inspection of animals, carcasses, etc .
meat packing houses. . .
Force
right to use _ . 3393
Fruit
inspection of, etc .
penalty for exposing for sale when unfit for food .
3390
3390
Funerals
regulations as to . 3366
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Ball
.....3391,8392
3392
3392
......"'.
.......3396, 3397
power to dose, in epidemic, etc.
Hogs
feeding certain things to, prohibited
penalty .
onus of proof
Hospitals
isolation hospitals and sanatoria, establishment of .
emergency hospitals . .
House
meaning of .
Household
meaning of
Householder
meaning of .
communicable disease, duties as to notifying
not to suffer removal of patient or clothing, etc .
as to new-born infants and eye disease.....
Ice Supply
powers of local board as to .
permit, from local board .
enforcing regulations .
prohibiting sale for domestic purppses
Indigent
medical care of, duty of municipality.
order barring proceedings again9t....
Industrial Conditions
regulation.!! as to, in unorganized territory
Industrial Waste
investigation of complaints as to pollution of waters by .
Informality
not to invalidate proceedings .....
3372
3366
3368
3352
3352
3352
3371
3371
3371
3389
.89.
3390
3390
3370
339$
389'
Inspection
regulations as to 3866
by medical officer of health to prevent nuisances.......................... 3378
of animals, carcasses and meat by local board 3393
unorganized territory 3396
. 3372, 3373
Institutions of Learning
power to close
Isolation
regulation of .
Isolation Hospitals
power to establish . .
Issuing debentures for . .
site of, restrictions as to .
heq.ring and granting or refusing pennission .
appeal to board of appeal... . .
penalty for establishing, unlawfully .
plans, approval of .
control of, by local board .
8372
3366
. 3366
3366
8367
3367
.368
8368
3368
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Junk
penalty for storing on unapproved premise6
appeal from refusal of approval .
Land
taking possession of, without consent of owner .
Laundry
inspection of sanitary conditions in ....
action by medical officer of health therein....
Local Board
how composed, corporate natlle and meetings..
report to department as to membership .
payment of members in townships................. . _ .
annual and weekly reports .
enforcing authority of _.._ _.. ...
powers as to installing sanitary conveniences in certain cities.
municipality may assume defence of actions against
duties of, generally _
as to complaints of nuisancu . .
may provide ambulance and disinfecting apparatus
destruction of infected articles .
dental and medical inspection in schools..
ap~al to county judge from order of
de ault of, action by department.. .
abatement of nuisances by................ . .
Lodging House
inspection of sanitary conditions in ......
action by medical officer of health therein
Lumber Camps
regulations as to, in unorganized territory
Maternity Hospital
duty as to eye disease in new born..
Meat
See Food Supply.
Meat Packing House
inspection of....
Medical Inspection of School Children
local board may provide for...
717
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3381
338Z
3369
33"
338~
3359
3359
3360
3360
3360
3361
3361
3361
336~
336~
3362
3362
3362
336S
3378·3a80
3382
3382
3396
3371
3393
3362,33132
Medical Officer of Health
appointment, duty ot council 3363
refusal or neglect to make, action by Minister .. 3363
assistant, power of council in city of 100,000... 3363,3364
township council may appoint several 3364
dismissal 3364
sanitary inspection of schools by 3365
remuneration 3365
disputes as to, how settled . 3370, 3371
vacancies, how to be filled........... .. . 3365
pro tempore.............................................................. 3365
annual conference, duty as to attending. 3365
agreement to supply medical care to indigents.... 3370
duties as to eye disease in case ot new born....... . 3371, 3372
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Medical Officer of Health-Continued
duties with respect to nuisances .
unorganized territory, ex-officio .
Algonquin Park : ..
1ember of a Household
meaning of .
Milk
1'401
3378
3397
3397
3363
3353
scientific examination as to contagious diseases of animals.... 3391
Milk Supply
powers as to enforcing by-laws a~ to.............................................. 3368
'lineral Waters
regulations as to manufacture of............ 3367
lining Camps
regulations as to, in unorganized territory.................................. 3396
Minister
appointment and salary..... ·269
powers of, on default of local authority.......................................... 3363
Municipal Elections
postponement of, on account of epidemic 3395, 3396
lunicipality
not to include a county...................................................................... 3363
Nuisances
regulations for removal of..... 3355
duty of local board on information of.............................................. 3362
what constitutes, generally................................................................ 3377
particular conditions constituting 3377, 3378
inspection of municipality.................................................. 3378
owner, may be ordered to remove.................................................... 3378
unknown or non-resident............. 3378
disposition of articles removed............ 3379
abatement, service of notice requiring........................................ 3379
cause of, outside municipality.................................................... 3379
investigation by department at request of local board 3379, 3380
application to Supreme Court for order.................................... 3380
urses
appointment of..................................................................................... 3364
for grouped municipalities.............................................................. 3364
duty as to eye disease in newborn infant 3371, 3372
precautions as to disinfection............................................................ 3374
Occupier
meaning of ..
Offences
See Penalties.
Offensive Trade
what to be deemed, and when prohibited........................................ 3381
penalty for carrying on unlawfully.................................................. 3381
IJ:I."DE..\:.
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Officers
penalty for obstructing...................................................................... 3393
Ophthalmia
duty of physician, etc., in case of newborn infant................... 3371,3372
Orders
penalty for disobeying, when lawfully given................................ 3394
Overcrowding
regulation as to.................................................................................... 3356
when to constitute a nuisance.......... 3377
Owner
meaning of........................................................................................ ... 3353
abatement of nuisance in absence of.............................................. 3378
to h~ve no cla~m for t~i;ngs removed............................ ......... 3379
servIce of notice requU'lllg........................................................ 3379
Penalty
recovery of : , '......... 3394
application of 3394,3395
offence against both Act and by-law................................................ 3395
Physicians
employment of, by council or local board '..... 3364
duties as to eye disease in case of newborn child 3371, 3372
requiring employment in camps in unorganized territory. ,..... 3396
Placarding
premises unfit for human habitation........................................ 3382, 3383
Plumbing
regulations as to................................................................................ 3355
Police Magistrate
unorganized territory, to be ex-officio medical officer of health 3397
Poverty
all proceedings barred by.................................................................. 3395
Premises
meaning of 3353
regulations as to taking possession of............................................ 3357
Property
regulations for taking possession of.............................................. 3357
Provincial Sanitary Inspector
powers as officer of health 3357,3358
Public Health Nurses
appointment of ,..... 3364
for grouped rnunicipalities........................................................ 3364
Public Place
power to close in epidemic................................................................ 3372
Quarantine
of premises and persons for communicable disease 3372-3377
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Rags
penalty for storing on unapproved premises
appeal ffOro refusal of approvaL ..
Railway Construction Work
regulations as to, in unorganized territory .
Railway Passenger Traffic
regulations as to ..
PAlIl
3381
'''2
3356
Railways
taking infected persons from " . ...3373,3374
Regulations
Minister substituted for chief officer of health ..
Department substituted for Provincial Board .
general powers as to making.......... . .
application of, declaration as to.... . ..
approval and promulgation.. . .
to be laid before assembly .
by-laws superseded by .
specially for unorganized territory
existing, confirmed .
Sanitary Com'cnicnces
installation of, by corporation in city of 200,000 .
collection of expenses from owner ..
Sanitary Inspectol's
appointment, duty of counciL... .....
default of council, action by minister
tenure of office.. _............... . .
remuneration of.. . .
unorganized territory, ex-officio
in Algonquin Park
3353
3363
33fi5
3357
3367
3367
3357
3396
3398
3861
3361
3363
3363
3364
3365
3397
3397
Sanatorium for Consumptives
restrictions on establishment of.. . 3366-3358
Schools
dental and medical inspection . 3362, 3332
duty of medical officer of healtb as to inspecting......... 3355
communicable disease, provisiong for protection of scholars 3376, 3377
postponement of election on account of epidemie 3395, 3396
Sewerage and Sewage Disposal
regulations as to................. 3365
plans to be submitted to department..... 3385
approval required before work proceeded with 3386
return by clerk to department.... 3386
constl'ucting works in adjoining township........... 3386
hearing by department and decision upon objections......... 3387
order of railway and municipal board as to how work to
be done 3387, 3388
powers of board .. . 3388
determining claims for damages, etc 3388
agreement for joint user............ 3388
borrowing money for works............ . 3388-3389
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;21
3381
3383
3383
Slaughter House
an offensive trade ··········· .
employment of veterinary to inspect .
action where found in dangerous condition .
establishment of by municipality ·.······.·..· 3392
control of, by local board.... .. 3392, 339~
inspection of animals, etc ·..··· 339
Smoke
when to constitute a nuisance , 3378
Statutory By-Law
regulations may supersede 3367
enforcement of, by department and officers .. . 3358
in force in every municipality until amended....... 3395
amendment with consent of department.............. . 3395
Steamboat
taking infected persons from...................................... .. .... 337S
Steamboat Traffic
regulations as to.................................................................. .. 3366
Street
when condition of, to be a nuisance . .. 3377
Summer Resort
regulations as to sanitary precautions at. 3367
disposal of refuse, etc.................................... .. .. .. .. 3385
Syrup
regulations as to manufacture of............................ ... 3357
Tenement House
inspection of sanitary conditions in .. 3382
action by medical officer of health therein............ .. .. 3382
Township
local board. payment of members...................... . 3360
medical officer of health, power to appoint more than one 3364
Trachoma
duty of physician, etc., in case of new born 3371
Trades
when situation to constitute a nuisance.................... 3377
what deemed to be offensive 3381
Transportation
of infected persons 3376
Unconred Loads
when to constitute a nui ance.................................... .. 3377
Unorganized Territory
application of penalties............................................... 3395
regulations as to industrial conditions, nuisances, etc 3396
penalties for infraction of....................................... 3397
who ~o be ex-o!Jicio medical officer of health and sanitary
Inspector m . 3397
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Unsanitary Conditions
regulations respecting.............. .....
duty of local board on inforniation of
compelling removal from .
placarding premises for.
1'.'01
.. 3865·8357
3362
3374
338'
Vegetables
inspection aI, etc.
penalty for exposing for sale when unfit for food 3390
Vessels
regulations for preventing pollution of waters by....
Veterinary Surgeon
employment of, to inspect dairy, etc.
3367
'38'
Waters
regulations for preventing contamination of .. 3367
33"3383
338.
3384
33"
33..
3386
3386
3986
.........3388, 3389
Water Supp!)-
when condition to constitute a nuisance............ . .
plans to be submitted to department .
department to have general supervision of sources of
pollution o~, .inquiry as to .
restralnmg . .
garbage, excreta, etc., not to be discharged into .
returns by waterworks authorities.. . ,
pollution of, forbidden.... . .
penalty , .
borrowing money for works
Wines
regulations as to manufacture of. . 3367
PUBLIC INQUIRIES
Application of Act
to matters affecting the good government of Ontario 316
to matters involving corruption at or after elections........ 316
Assembl)'
extension of Act to matters relating to corruption at elections
or of members , :. 315
when commission may issue for enquiry into election of mem-
ber of _......... 315
action by, upon evidence of corrupt practice............................ 315
person eharged must have opportunity to be heard by com-
missioners 316
commission not to issue during session without consent of.... 816
revoking or changing 316
stated case for Appellate Division where validity of, questioned 816
Commission
what matters may be dealt with 315
powers which may be conferred by................................... 315
taking evidence under oath 815
eompelling attendanee of witnesses and production of docu-
ments 815
Documents
compelling production of . 315
I~"DEX.
PUBLIC INQUlRI~Continued
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419
Election
issue of commission as to matters relating to .. 316
not while petition pending :.................................... .. 315
Eridence
power to take action on 315
when action not to be taken on 316
Witnesses
commission may confer power to summon 315
compelling attendance of..... .. 315
PUBLIC LANDS
Affida'\"its
who may take 425
gents
appointment of 419
to give security 419
not to deal in lands in their agencies 419
penalty for giving false information to applicants 425
Agricultural Exhibitions
appropriation of sites for 420
Annual Report
of rtlinister ..
Burying Grounds
appropriation of sites for 420
Cancellation of Patent
issued in error 422, 423
Cancellation of Sale
in case of fraud or error 421
recoyery of possession after 421
Churche
appropriation of sites for 420
Clergy Lands
deemed public lands 418
Compen ation
in case of double or inconsistent grants 423
Court Houses
appropriation of sites for 420
Crown
notices on behalf of 426
Crown Lands
deemed public lands . 418
Cullers of Saw Logs
See Cullers
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INDEX.
Department
meaning of' ..
Department of Lands and Forests
continuation of'
Deputy Minister of' Forestry
duties of' ..
to give security ..
Deputy Minister of Lands and Forests
appointment and duties
to give security
Dower
right of widow to life estate in lieu of
Executions
extent of exemption of free grant lands from .
Forfeiture
by purchaser, locatee or licensee for fraud, breach of condition
or mistake .
Fraud
cancellation of sale or location for.
Free Grants
annual list of, to be sent to county and local treasurers
who may receive ..
when patent may be issued .
right of locatee and grantee as to pine timber .
restraint upon alienation .. ..
exemption of, from debt and execution. .. ..
particulars to be stated in patent ..
life estate of widow of' locatee ..
not exempt from taxes , .
remission of dues paid by settler before lands opened .
release of rights of Crown in pine after patent
reservation of allowance for roads .. .
of right to take materials for roads
Gaols
appropriation of sites f'or
Harbours
disposing of lands in .
Hospitals
appropriation of sites for
Industrial Farms
appropriation of sites for .
Instruments
certified copies of, as evidence
Kenora, District
sale of additional land to locatee in .: .
pine trees in to pass to patentee .
patentee of free grant land in, not to share in dues ..
fAGa
."
<1'
<1'
."
42'
.24
426, ~27
42'420
48'
..,
..,
.82
..,
.82
.38
.35
485
.20
'26
420
.26
427
430
4Sl
PUBLIC LANDS--Continued
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Land Titles
reg.istered land to be subject to Crown's rights in pine... 1607
Lease
cancellation for fraud, breach of condition or mistake _._. 421
recovery of possession on cancellation.......................................... 421
recovery of rent in arrear by Minister 422
annual list to be sent to county and local treasurer . 424
of lands covered by water in harbours, etc. . 426
reservation of alIowance for roads 435
of right to take materials for roads 435
License of Occupation
issue and effect of _................ 420
cancelIation of, for fraud, breach of condition or mistake.. 421
recovery of possession on cancellation 421
annual Ust to be sent to county and local treasurer 424
reservation of allowance for roads 435
of right to take materials for roads 435
Lieutenant-Go\'ernor in Council
powers of _.. 419
Location
annual list to be sent to county and local treasurer 424
Market Places
appropriation of sites for 420
Mine and Minerals
meaning of 418
not reserved unless so expressed in patent . 434
reservations in letters patent heretofore issued to be void 434
rights of holders of mining claims preserved 434
certificate as to extinguishment of rights in 434
lining Claims
reservation of alIowance for roads. 435
of right to take materials for roads.... .. 435
Minister
appointment and salary of 269
meaning of 418
to preside over department 418
to determine rights of claimants to patents 420
Mistake
cancelIation of location or lease for 421
Model Farms
appropriation of sites for 420
Mortgages
locatee not to give without consent of Minister.......................... 422
void unless wife is grantor ,vith husband 431
when concurrence of wife not required.......................................... 431
a\'igable Waters
disposing of lands in 426
sales, leases, etc., of land covered by water _..................... 426
grant of adjacent land not to include bed _......... 470
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Notices
on behalf of Crown, how given .
Officers
appointment of . .
not to traffic in public lands .
Ores
to be tTeated in Canada _ .
exemption from condition
Patent
dealings before issue of ._, . ..
Minister to decide as to rights of claimants ..
cancellation for error and issue of corrected patent
registration of judgment avoiding or repealing .
lists to be transmitted to certain treasurers_ _
list of grants or cancellations to registrar of deeds .
right of patentee of free grant to second loeation
when to issue for free grant .
of free grant lands, particulars to be stated in
release of rights of Crown in pine after issue
Penalties
agent dealing in lands in his agency
refusing to obey order to vacate land
officers trafficking in public lands .
agent giving false information to applicants
Piers
appropriation of sites for
425
419
425
435
4S5
420
420
422, 423
423
424
424
428
428
482
433
41'
422
42S
42S
420
Pine Timber
to be reserved from free grant .. 430
exceptions 430
dues on, when cut in dearing 430
right of patentee to share in dues paid by licensee ... 430
when Minister may direct to be included in location or sale.... 433
right of locatee or purchaser as to cutting 433
release of rights of Crown in, after patent 433
registration under Land Titles Act to be subject to rights
of Crown 1607
Possession
recovery of, on refusal of settler or trespasser to give up.. 421
Price
limitation of power as to reduction of
Provincial Parks
withdrawal of lands from location, etc., for
Public Parks
appropriation of sites for
Rain}' Rh'er, District of
sale of additional land to locatee in .
pine trees in, to pass to patentee ..
patentee of free grant land in, not to share in dues..
Registration
of judgment repealing or avoiding letters patent .
424
·866
420
427
430
481
42'
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Regulations
meaning of ..
how made, publication ..
Rent
recovery of, by ?Iinister ..
Re\"ocation of Sale
recovery of possession on . ..
Ri\"ers
disposing of lands in , .
Roads
setting aside lands for ..
reservation of allowance for, in free grant .
of right to take materials for ..
of right to construct without compensation ..
Sales
conditions, how fixed .
cancellation of, for fraud or error ..
recovery of possession on .
annual list to be sent to county or local treasurer .
of lands covered by water in harbours, etc ..
reservation of right to take materials for roads .
School Lands
deemed public lands .
Schools
appropriation of sites for .
Settlement Conditions
to be fixed by order in council ..
Settlement Duties
of free grant land, what required .
forfeiture for non-performance ..
when Minister may dispense with ..
Settler
recovery of possession on refusal to give up . .
free grant to ..
right to purchase land in addition to free grant .. . ..
remission of dues when lands opened for free grant settle-
ment .
727
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419
422
421
426
420
435
435
435
420
421
421
424
426
435
418
420
420
428
429
429
421
427
427
432
Surveys
powers of Minister as to 419
compensation for deficiency in land by false.................................. 423
See Surveys
Taxes
free grant lands not exempt from 432
Timber
removal of persons endangering safety of _..................... 421
D----30
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Timber License
license of occupation to be subject to
right of licensee to cut on free grant.
when land opened for location.
See Crown Timber
PAO.
420
430
'"
Town Halls
appropriation of sites for 420
Town Sites
lots to be selected and vested
plans, approval of "n .••.....•..••••
iii Crown 499
499
Trespasser
recovery of possession on refusal to give up
removal of, when safety of timber endangered , .
Unpatented Lands
restraint on alienation of rights in " ,
421
421
'Vater Powers
reservation of, in sales, free grant locations, leases, etc.. 48'
Wharfs
appropriation of sites for 420
PUBLIC LIBRARIES
AcceS8 to Books
power to restrict in certain cases 3187
Accounts
how to be kept and audited 3182
Age Limit
not permitted in case of free library
none as to membership in association. ....L
3187
:1188
Annual Report
duty as to transmitting
of library association "833190
Application of Part I.
to libraries established by municipal councils 3175
board
Assent of Electors
to by-law for establishment of free public library.
to Issue of debentures .... . . .
Audit of Accounts
free public library
3176
3186
3182
Boards of Public Libraries
. 3178,3179
3179
3179
3179
3180
contracts with for library service...... ....
to have management and control of library
qualification of members , ,
appointment in cities, towns and villages .
police villages, townships and school sections-how composed
IXDE.'\:.
PUBLIC LIBRARlES-Continued
Board of Public Librari(;s-Continued
union libraries,-how composed ..
time for appointments , .
vacancies and disqualification .
members of not to be interested in contracts with board .. .,
organization, meetings and records ..
audit of accounts and inspection of books .
annual report .
limitation on capital expenditure from current revenue .
purchase and ownership of property.................................... ..
establishment of branch libraries .
purchase of books, equipment, etc. .. ~ .
appointment of officers .. .
gratuities to employees on retirement . . ..
pension and insurance fund in cities over 50,000 .
rules and promulgation of .. .. ..
penalty for breach .
right to close library ..
submission of estimates .
grants by council .
Books
purchase of by Boards .. ....... ...... .
free access to circulating and reference .
Branch Library
meaning of . . . .
power to establish . .. .
not to be established by library association
Briti h Subjects
incorporators of association to be ..
By-laws
establishment of public library .
issue of debentures ..
Capital E. penditure
limitations as to taking from current revenue ..
Certificates of Qualification
regulations as to .
729
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3180
3181
3181
3181
3182
3182
3183
3183
3183
3183
3183
3183
3184
3184
3184
3184
3184
3185
3186
3183
3187
3175
3183
31 8
3187
3176
3186
3183
3193
Charitable Purpose
right to permit use of library buildings for . 31 4, 3185
Circulating Library
prohibition against carrying on without permission of Minister 3192
penalty for breach 3192
Damages
right to recovery of value of articles 3184
Debentures
purposes for which issue may be made and limitation 3186
Disorderly Conduct
penalty for 3196
Distributing Stations
power to establish :.................................................... 3188
library associations may establish 3188
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PUBLIC LlBRARIES-Continued
"0.Equipment
duty of board as to providing .
Establishnlcnt of Public Libraries
in local municipalities, police villages and school sections .....3176..$177
by-laws, submission and voting on............. 3176
taking over assets of library associations... 3178
1"1() fees to be charged 3186
free access to books... 3187
age limit not permitted ,,,... 3187
non.residents" agreement for service to ,.. 3187
existing libraries continued ,..... . "............... 3187
Estimates
submission of to council , ,,,.
Examinations in LibraJ:"ianship
regulations as to .
Farmers' Institutes
affiliation with free public library
Fees
not to be chnrgcd in public libraries .
for membership in library associations .
3185
3193
3187
3186
21"
Gratuities
granting to employees on retirement " . 3184
50,000 .
of free library building for .
Horne Study ..
establishment of bureau of ....
Inspection
books and J:"ccords to be open to...
Imsurance Fund Cor Emplo}'ees
establishment in ci~ies over
Janitor
may be appointed special constable for library- premises
Lectures
right to permit use
Legislath'e Grant
forfeiture on failure to comply with regulations...
what may be paid out of .
3195
3182
3184
3196
3184
.... 8193
...3193, 3194.
Lending Library
prohibition against carrying on without permission of Min-
ister ....
penalty for breach ...
Librarians
regulations as to..
Library
meaning of ...
Library Associations
transfer of assets to public library board " , "
3192
3192
3193
3176
3178
INDEX.
PUBLIC L1BRARIES-Continued
Library In titute'
establishment and maintenance of .
Library Service
contract with boards for .
731
PAOli:
3195
3178
Library Training Schools
application of legislative grant to 3195, 3196
Minister
means Minister of Education 3175
Minutes
of proceedings of board of library association 3190
lunicipal Councils
estimates to be submitted to...................... 3185
levying rates 3185
issue of debentures.......... .. 3186
power to make grants to free public libraries.. 3186
)1unici pal Grants in Aili 2829
Newspapers
proprietor of, when not disqualified as member of Board 3182
J. 'on-Residents
agreement for public library service 3187
Officers
duty of public library as to appointing 3183
Patrons
of library association....................... 3189
Penalties
regulations may impose...................... 3184
Pension Fund for Employee
establishment in cities over 50,000 .. 3184
Police Villages
mode of establishing free libraries in .,. .. 3175
how board to be composed in......... . 3180
Printing and Binding Bureaux
power to establish 3183
Property
general powers of board as to acquiring .. 3183
transfer of assets of library association to public library
board 3191
Public Library As ociations
establishment :.................................. 3187
mode of incorporating........................................................................ 3187
membership 3188
board of management, how composed.... 3189
notice of meetings................................. . 3190
duty of board as to providing accommodation, etc.............. 3190
rules and records, annual report, etc. 3190
dissolution of association................................................................ 3191
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PUBLIC LlBRARIE~Continued
Public Library Associations-Continued
transfer of assets on establishment of public library board... 3191
transfer of books, etc., to public library board on dissolution
of association 3191
present associations continued.... 3192
Rates
annual rate,-alterations as to........................................................ 3185
power to carry out agreements to spend stated annual sum 3185
Reading Rooms
power to establish
Register of Membership
to be kept by association.....
Regulations
meaning of .
power of Minister as to making
Rules
promulgation of .
power of public library board as to making
library association as to making ....
School Sections
establishment of public library in.......
disestablishment of public libraries in _.._ .
how board to be composed in.
Special Constable
janitor may be appointed as..
Teachers' Institutes
procuring accommodation in puolic library .
Townships
mode of establishing free libraries in .
how board to be composed in_ .
Tra\'clling Libraries
regulations as to.
establishment and maintenance of
Union Boards
agreement for union, terms of ..
Womcn's Institutcs
affiliation with free public library..
PUBLIC OFFICERS
Aliens
not to be employed in public office .
exception as to employment for temporary purposes.
Appointments
proof of .
British Snbjt>ct
pcrson employed to be .
exception as to employment for temporary purpose
3188.
31?5
3192
3184
3184
"'"
31?7
3177
3180
3196.
3187
3176
3180
a198
3194
3178
3187
294
294
.1202
294
2'4
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PUBLIC OFFICERS-Continued
Com missioners
when alien may be en,ployed for temporary purpose by .
Demi e of the Crown
renewal of commissions unnecessary . .
proclamation on....................................... . .
oath of allegiance to new sovereign .
continuation in office on .
acts done before proclamation, validity of : .
Deputy
security to extend to acts and omissions of ..
liability of sureties .
may be required to give new security .
Disbursements
return by as to .
DisqualiJication
of aliens~ ..
for interest, appointment of substitute ..
Evidence
witness fees on production of documents ..
proof of appointment... .. ..
objecting to produc~ departmental records on ground of privi-
lege ..
entries in books of account ..
Fees
record of, when officers to .keep .
statement under oath as to, when required ..
particulars to be included in returns as to .
Guarantee Company
agreement 'with treasurer to furnish security for officers ......
Inspectors
Attorney-General may require one to perform duties of another
definition of ..
Interpretation
implied provisions as to jurisdiction and powers ..
Limitations of Actions
against sureties .
'otary Public
oath of allegiance, form of.. ..
Oath of Allegiance
to new sovereign on demise of Crown ..
form of .
sufficiency of .
who may administer .
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294
294
294
294
294
294
296
296
296
298
294
298
941
1202
1204
1204
297
297
298
296
297
297
7
297
295
294
295
295
295
Oath of Office
who to take.......................... 295
Prerogative
saving as to 294, 295
Regulations
as to security...................................................................................... 296
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PUBLIC OFFICERS-Continued
Removal
power of, included in power to appoint.. ..
RetuTns
as to fees .
Seeurity
from what officers required
when to be furnished .
approval of amount and nature of .
extending to and including acts of deputy
deputy may be required to furnish... . .
regulations as to form of.. . .
agreement between treasurer and guarantee company..
requirements as to, not to apply to municipal or school cor-
porations . .
statement to be laid before Assembly
effect of ..
limitation of actions against surety.
SherilJ
enforcing delivery over of moneys, books, etc., on officer vacat-
ing office .
security to be given b)' . ..
Superannuation
extension of Act to
Tenure of Office
to be during pleasure.
Vacating Office
.enforcing delivery over of moneys, books, etc., upon..
Witness Fees
on production of documents_
PUBLIC OFFICERS' FEES
Annual Return
what to include
to be under oath
Consolidated Revenue Fund
salary or allowance to sheriffs in districts charged on.
percentage payable to form part of ..
Fees
officer to pay percentage to Crown......
Gross Income
percentages based on
Net Income
meaning of .
amounts to be retained··by··~~~i~··offi·~e~s
percentages payable to Province
PAllS
8
298
295, 296
29.
296
296
296
296
296
, 29.
297
297
297
298
300
293
5
298
941
311
311
314
314
311
313, 314
312
312, 313
313, 31(
Officera
percentage of fees payable to Crown..
returns by..... . .
.....:.....:... 311- 313
311
INDEX.
PUBUC OFFICERS' FEES-Continued
735
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Proper Officer
meaning of 311
Prol"isional Judicial District
payment out of Consolidated Revenue Fund to sheriff. etc., in
addition to fees 314
Regulations
powers to make 314
Returns
who to make 297
how and when to be made 311
PUBUC AND OTHER WORKS WAGES
see Wages 1800
PUBUC RECORDS AND ARCHIVES
see Archives ,...................................... 849
PUBUC REVENUE
see Revenue 325
PUBUC SCHOOLS
Accommodation
providing second school or transportation where roads im-
passable 3748. 3749
agreement by board of education with trustees of adjoining
section for joint schools 3774.3775
duty of trustees as to........................................................................ 3776
Administration Buildings
powers as to :............................... 3754
Age of Attendance
right to attend from five to twenty-one years. 3718
at kindergarten 3719
Agents of Charitable Institutions
right to send wards to schooL...................................... 3719
Agreements
for joint use of schools by board of city and trustees of rural
section 3774. 3775
equalization of assessment 3775
duty of trustees as to seeing to execution of......................... 3778
between teachers and boards 3784.3785
requirements as to.......................................................... 3784
enforceable in division court................. 3785
appeals from division court 3797.3798
Agriculture
powers of township councils as to engagement of qualified
instructor 3800
township rate for payment............................................ 3800
courses of instruction............. 3800
rural school boards.-powers of.................................................... 3800
urban boards.-agreemen!s with high school board and sep-
arate school board 3801
co~~ittees of mana~ement............................................ 3801
ralsmg money required.................................................. 3801
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duty of trustees as to..
PUBLIC SCHOOLS-Continued
Annexation of Territor)' to Municipality
where part of township annexed to urban municipality...... ..3745,3746
arbitration . ,......... . 3746
issue of debentures for balances, found due.............. 3746
where annexed territory includes part of school section only.. 3746
disposition of assets and liabilities on union of municipalities 3746
Annual Report
duty of secretary as to preparing {or school meeting 3780, 3781
Apparatus
issue of debentures for,-in urban municipality 3754, 3755
in rural section 3766
3776
$100 claimed...
Appeals From Division Court
by minister _ .
by party where more than
Appeals From Township 8)'-Laws
to county council _ _ .
in districts ..
3797
3798
3729
3729
3747
3797
3797
3748
Arbitration
selection of site for rural school 3720, 3721
for readjustment of school boundaries_.... . 3723
when member of township council disqualified as arbitrator.... 3730
adjustment of claims on alteration of school boundaries.._....... 3737
on annexation of section or part of section to urban muni-
cipality _._ _.. .. _..3745,3746
on disagreement of assessors as to maintenance of union
school section .
eosts to be fixed by award..
allowances to arbitrators..
Sec Awards
Assessment
existing arrangements continued 3718
in unorgani:t.:ed township.................................................................. 3761
duty of clerk as to furnishing statistics to inspector......... 3754
equali:t.:ation in case of agreement between urban and rural
boards for school accommodation.... 3775
. Assisted School Fund
county and township to supplement gran~s from .....
Associations
board may pay
attending
travelling expenses of trustees and teachers
3779
Athletics
powers of urban board as to encouraging 3779
Audit
urban schools,-trustees to submit a"ccounts. etc., to munici-
pal auditor ._............................... 377R
abstract to be published 3778
treasurer's duty as to producing documents and funds 3780
PUBLIC SCHOOLS-Continued
Audit-Continued
rural sections,-number and election of auditors .
filling ....acancies ....
report to be received and disposed of at an-
nual meeting .... ....
appointment by inspector in default of elec-
tion . .
accounts, etc., to be laid beCore auditors ..
appointing time for examining accounts _
consolidated schools .
duties of auditors . .
differences between auditors,-to be decided
by inspector .
where expenditure objected to by both audi-
tors, Minister to decide .
powers of auditors,-taking evidence .
ma)-' be completed by auditor after time pre-
scribed _ __......... . .
penalty for trustees or officers reCusing information to
auditors
737
...un
3781
3781
3761
3781
3781
3781
3782
3782
3782
3782
3782
3782
3782
3805
3776
Awards .
consent of majority of ratepayers to action to set aside 3721
as to scbool boundaries,-when to take effect , 3730
not to be set aside except where substantial injustice done ... 3739
F~~eadt~~~, ;yle~~\i~~i~~·di~~~i~·ti~~··~{·u;:li(;n·5;;hooi··;e~tion5::::3739, ;~~~
confirmation of, in absence of proceedings to quash 3747,3745
when to be deemed published 3745
Ballot
See Election of Trustees
Blindness
duty of trustees as to reporting cases of
Board
. meaning of ......
Borrowing Powers
for urban school
for rural school
purposes
purposes
3717
......................375·t 3755
.3756,3757
3722
3723
3729
Boundaries
township by-laws for altering .
action by county council .
appeals from township council..
appointment of board of arbitrators by couuty
council 3729
in districts 3729
adjustment of claims upon alteration of 3737
readjustment of . __ 3738
cancellation of award of Minister when no action taken .. 3738
formation, etc., of union school sections..... . 3739-3744
alteration not to affect liability of property for debentures. 3756
duty of township council as to defining _.............. 3758
limItations as to areas . 3758, 3759
school map,-preparation of 3759
Bribery
application of provisions of Municipal Act as to township and
urban boards 3771
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British Subjects
rural trustees must be . .
electors in school sections must be
urban trustees must' be
3769
3762
3';68
3719
3719
3779
By-laws
confirmation of, in absence of proceedings to quash 8747,3148
when to. be deemed published............. 8748
issue of debentures in urban municipality 3154
in rural sections 3756
Cadet Corps
powers of urban board as to establishing and maintaining.... 3'i79
Certificates
suspension of, where teacher refuses to deliver up school
property................ 3'784
to teachers,-qualification for 3'185
issued before 15th February, 1871.. 3785
issued before February, 1871, and valid March, 1874 3785
term of generally..... 3786
suspension of 3786
appeal to Minister 3786
Charitable Institutions
right to use schools
subject to School Attendance Act .
powers of board as to providing teachers, etc., in .
Children's Shelter
liability of county
City
for pupils from 3778, 3'174
as to rates for union school section .
agreement by board of education with trustees
section for joint schools
Closets
duty of trustees as to .
Collector
duty
Committees
duty of trustees' as to appointing
of adjoining
..3774,8775
3'176
3'145
3'175
Common School Lands
confirmation of title to those granted to trustees before 24th
July, 1850 3'12()
Consolidated Schools
agreements,-what may be contemplated....... 3'13()
what may be included............................ 3'13()
division of school section for purposes of :..... 3'130
approval of ratepayers 3730, 3731
to provide for apportionment and distribution of
assets and liabilities................................................ 3731
where parts of two or more townships included 3731, 3732
where village or part of village included.................. 3732
provisions as to election of representatives of vii·
lages and rural sections respectively.................... 3732
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3736
3734
3734
3734
3736
3734
3734
3734
3736
3734
3734
3735
3732
3733
3733
3734
3782
3731
3731
3732
3732
3733
3733
3733
3733
Consolidated Schools-Continued
agreements.-approval of Minister .
effect of approval .
when to become operative .
regulations as to................... . .
8uditors.---one to be appointed by trustees and one by inspector
board of arbitrators.-agreement to provide for .
how composed .
apportionment of assets and liabilities by .
boundaries of school sections,~xtension of. to greater dis-
tance than three miles from schooL .
buildings,-approval of. by Minister .
regulations as to plans for ..
chairman of board.~lection of ..
county grant.-school to be deemed rural school for purposes
of 3734
application of provisions to consolidated schools 3737.3789
debentures.-issue of. where urban municipality included 3736
where area consists of rural sections 3736
dissolution.--question of to be submitted to electors................ 3736
election of trustees,-when agreement to provide for.............. 3732
procedure on .. 3733
regulations as to...... 3735
legislative grant,---consolidated section to be deemed rural
school section for purposes of ..
regulations as to apportionment of.. ..
meetings.-regulations as to .
moneys.-raising of. w~e~e ~r~a includes parts of two or
more mumclpahtles .
name,-selection of .
plans.-approval of by Minister .
regulations as to............... . .
property.-apportionment of assets and liabilities in consoli-
dated section 3731
vested in board 3733
powers of board as to.................................................. 3733
ratepayers.-approval of agreement by 3730. 3731
regulations.-how to be made........... . 3734
form of agreement......... .. 3734
procedure at school meetings................................... 3734
plans and specifications. . 3734
number of teachers.................... . 3734
equipment .. 3734
election of trustees and procedure at meetings 3735
school houses,-powers of trustees as to disposing of 3734
grants out of appropriation for erection of 3736
school sections.-township by-laws for divided 3730
disposal of part not included in consolidated section 3730
special rate.-agreement may provide for imposing................ 3731
teachers,-regulations as to employment of............................. 3734
township grants.-application of provisions to consolidated
schools 3737. 3789
transportation of pupils.-trustees may provide for.... .. 3734
disposition of legislative grant towards 3734
grant for. where boundaries of school section ex-
tended ...
trustees.-when agreement to provide as to number and term
of office .
number of , .
procedure at election .
property vested in .
dissolution of former boards .
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Consolidated Schools-Continued
trustees,-management by existing council pending establish-
ment of consolidated school .
'disposal of school properly in consolidated sections
arrangements for transportation of pupils .
chairman of board .
union school sections.-division of, for purposes of establish-
ing _ _ .
may become consolidated school sections .
Contagious Diseases
duty of teacher as to .
3733
3734
3734
3735
3735
3737
3784
Continuation Schools
municipal grants to . 3758 .
3748
Controverted Eledions
investigations of complaints by judge.......... 3771
powers of judge_.. 3771
bribery and undue influence.... 3771
County Council
readjustment of school boundaJ:'ies by 3723
action on appeal from township council...... 3729
appeal to, from award as to union school section.. 3744
retiring allowances to inspectors, powers as to granting....... 3800
County GJ:'ant
equivalent of grant from assisted school fund _ ..
apportionment where city board and TUral trustees agree as
to common use of schools.. 3775
equivalent to legislative grant.. " " 3787
where union school section in two OJ:' more counties... 3788
united counties 3788
application to consolidated schools 3789, 2790
County House of Refuge
inmates of, to be deemed non.resiaent pupils.....
County Iniipector
meaning of
County Inspectorate
Incanillg of
. 3773, 2774
3717
3717
Coullty Judge
See Judge of the County Court
County Treasurer
paymcnh over of lE'gislative grants by .
Deafness
duty of trustees as to reporting ca!es of ....
3787
3776
Debentures ..
unorganized townships,-issue of by board 8751
how to bl:" signed and sealed.......................................... 8762
charge upon taxable propeJ:'ty of school supporters 3752
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3755
3777
3755
3755
3777
3782
3784
3755
3755
3756
3756
3756
3756
3756
3756
3757
Debentures-Continued
urban municipalities,-issue of, by council on application of
board . . " "..... .. 3754
purposes for which money may be raised ,3754, 3751>
assent of electors not required 3755
issue of, for pUlchasc of buildings ._._ _ 8754
chargeable only on property of public school sup·
porters __ '"
where council refuses to pass by-law, question to be
submitted to electors .
form and term of _ _....... . .
application made by urban board to which part of
township attached .
when amount raised proves insufficient
rural sections,-issue by township council ..
approval of school mE'eting .
ap,?lieation. of proceeds, to purchase site .
umon sections .
expenses to be borne' by section ,.
liability for loan where boundaries of section altered
borrowing surplus moneys from municipalities....
Dental Inspection
duties and powers of trustees,
Discipline
powers of trustees as to expulsion of pupils '..
duty of teachers as to maintaining .
, suspension of pupils............ . .
3785
3797,3798
3803'
3717
3717
3776
3800
3800
3800·
3800·
3801
3801
3801
3729
3719
3742
3786
3789
3793
3792
3796
3794,3797
.............: .
Disordedr Conduct
penalty for, at school meetings or schooL ...
District Inspector
meaning of .....
District Inspectorate
meaning of
Districts
appeal from wwnship by-law as to boundaries of sections
diltcrmininS '!chool terms in .
formation of union school sections in
gral~ts to tr.achers institutE'S in .
township grRnt~ tow~rds teachers' salaries in .
inspection,-Minister to fix inspectorates ..
agreement for employment of county inspector.
not to affect salary....................... . ..
appointmcnt and salary of inspector .
Dh'ision Courts
actions between teachers and trustees to be tried in.
app~als from judgment of . . .
Dom~stic Science
power to establish classes in , .
powers of township councils as to engagement of qualified
instructor , .
township rate for payment
courses of instruction ..
rural school boards,-powers of . ..
urban boardS,-agreements with high school and separate
school board , .
committee of management , .
raising money required ..
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3770
3770
3770
3770
3765
3756
3757
3769
.................. 3769
....3769.3770
3770
3771
3801
Drill Hall
issue of debentures for,-in urban municipality, .
in rural section , .
rural board borrowing surplus funds of municipality for .
Election of Trustees
voting in union school section including town divided into
wards 3745
rural school sections. who may vote. 3762
granting poll .. 3162
poll-book.-how to be kept and marked 3162
declaration by voter 3763
when poll to close. 3763
count,---<:asting vote of chairman 3763
declaration of result 3763
chairman to transmit copy of minutes to inspector 3764
notice to candidates elected 3764
complaints.-investigation of, by inspector 3764
voters' Iists,---<:lerk of municipality to supply 3764
urban boards,-who may vote 3767
nomination meeting . 3767
hours of polling 3767
voters' lists . 8768
voters' oath 3768
duty of returning officer at close of election.... .3768,3769
declaration of election 3769
casting vote in case of a tie 3769
election by wards 8169
limiting number of trustees in towns divided into
wards.. . .
retirement by rotation
election by wards where council elected by general
vote ",.................. . .
ballot,-use of. at election of urban and township boards ..
trustees to be elected on same day as municipal
council .
discontinuing use of bnllot
procedure .
ballot papers .
controverted election,-application to judge .
penalty for false declaration as to right to vote .
Elector
meaning of ." .
in rural sectionS,-who may be
in urban municipalities
3717
3762
3767
English Language
duty of teacher as to use of ....
Equipment
issue of debentures for,-in urban
in rural section
municipality
3782
..3764,3755
8756
Estimates
duty of hoard as to submitting . 3777
Examinations
duty of teacher as to holding .
EJ::cmption (rom Taxation
municipal by·laws not to include school rates
3'j83
3'j53 •
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3719
3776
3776
3759
3745
3777
3776
3755
3756
3719
3755
3756
3757
3779
3718
3719
3773
3773
3758
3787,3788
Farm
meaning .
Feei
when payable by non-resident pupils .
Fences
duty of board as to erecting and maintaining .
Fifth Cla es
municipal grants to ..
county grant equivalent to legislative grant .
Free Schools
right to attend without payment of fee . ..
kindergartens need not be ..
fees payable by non-resident pupils .
Furniture
duty of trustees as to ..
Games
board of education may provide for holding high school and
public school games on same day .
Gymnasium .
issue of d~bentures for,:-it:t urban municipality .
m rural sectIon .
rural board borrowing surplus funds of municipality for .
Heating
duties and powers of trustees 3776, 3777
Holidafs
what days to be .
powers of board as to substituting other da}'s for Easter and
summer vacations .
Improvements
issue of debentures for,-in urban municipality .
in rural section .
Indigent Per ons
trustees may furnish free text books and exempt from rates
Industrial Training
power to establish classes in .
Inspection
union school section,-how inspectorate to be determined........
3792
3791
3791
3791
3791
Inspector
meaning of 3717
superannuation,-trustees may supplement allowance 3778
fund,-rights, etc., of contributors 3798, 3799
number to be determined by Minister 3790
failure of action by council or board 3791
fixing limits of inspectorate where more than one
appointed .
limitation of number of visits to be required .
agreements for uniting county and urban inspectorates .
where union inspectorates impracticable .
firing proportion of time to be given to county and urban
schools .
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3792
8792
3792
3798
3793
3798
3793
3793
3793
3793
3793
3793
3793
3794
3794
8794
3794
3794
3794
3794
3796
3796.
3797
3797
3797
3797
3797
3800
3802
3805
3794
... ,,3795,3796
3796
3796
3796
3796
3796
Inspector-Continued
rearrangement oi inspectorate!! by Minister in default of
agreement .
powers of Minister as to necessary arrangements....
county or board to provide necessary payments where Minister
acts . .
agreement with Minister for services of county inspector in
district , ..
district inspcdorates,-powers of Minister .
urban inspectorate,-how constituted . _
approval of by-laws, resolutions and agreements by Minister
special inspector,-appointment of, by Minister, salary and
expenses .
appointments,-duty of county council .
temporary,-to fill vacancy until meeting of council
by urban board .. . .. . . ,
copy of resolution of appointment to be sent to Min-
ister ..
by Minister in default of councilor board
in districts . .
senior inspector,--<lesignation or, where more than one ap-
pointed , .
suspension, removal or cancellation of certificate by Minister
suspension by county councilor board .
notice of suspension to be sent to Minister .
powers of Minister on -receiving notice
qualification,-who may not be appointed .
not to hold any other office, etc., without consent ot Minister
and councilor board _ .
duties . ,
responsibility to Minister .
to obey directions or council or board
evidence,-powers as to taking .
salaries of county inspectors,-amount of .
how payable, by county and Province ......
agreements for employment of county inspector in
district not to affect
allowances for expenses . .
county to provide office accommodation, etc .
salaries of urban inspectors to be fixed and paid by board
contribution by Province
district inspectors " ,
not to receive allowance as arbitrators .
powers of board or county council as to granting retiring
allowances .
may not be a trustee or teacher .
penalty for trustees' neglect to make returns to
Inspectorate
meaning of 3717
•
Insurance
school meeting may instruct trustees as to . 3761
Investments
apportionment of, by township council on basis of salaries.... 3764
Joint Schools
ngreem(!fit by board of education with trustees of adjoining
section for joint schools .. .. . ..... ... .... ... .. 3774
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3801
3801
3801
3800
3800
3800
3800
3776
3782
3738
3775
3786
3786
3786
3796
3778
PAoa
3720
3720
3719
3719
3776
3739
3739
3771
Judge of the County Court
summary application to set aside proceedings .
when judge has been an arbitrator ..
applic.ation to set aside election ..
Kindergartens
age of attendance ..
fees may be charged ..
power to establish ..
Lands
confirmation of title to common school lands granted before
24th July, 1850 ..
disposal of lands granted by Crown for school purposes ..
Lectures
powers of trustees as to conducting and maintaining ..
Legislative Grants
to teachers" institutes ..
when inspector to withhold order for ..
Legislative- and Municipal Grants
right of school in unsurveyed territory to share in legislative
grant for public schools 3753
council may make grants for school purposes at its discretion 3757, 3758
apportionment where city board and rural trustees agree as
to common use of schools .
teachers' institutes, municipal grants to ..
sub-treasurers of moneys received from county .
treasurers of boards of cities and separated towns to receive
legislative grant 3787
accountability of treasurers and sub-treasurers........................ 3787
distribution of legislative grant to rural schools 3787
statement to be sent to boards 3787
payments to be made on warrant of inspector.. 37 7
county grant,-equivalent to legislative grant 3787
fifth classes 3787
union school section in two or more counties............ 3788
in united counties 3788
township grants towards salaries of teachers . 3788
amount to be raised 3788,3789
in districts 3789
application to salaries exclusively.............................. 3789
union school sections . 3789
abatement proportionately where salaries not paid 3789
application to consolidated schools 3789,3790
Limitations
as to time for attaching validity of school arrangements .......
Loyalty
duty of teacher as to inculcating .
Manual Training
power to establish classes in ..
powers of township councils as to engagement of qualified
instructor .
township rate for payment ..
courses of instructIOn .
rural school boards,-powers of ..
urban boards,-agreements with high school board and separ-
ate school board ..
cO~!11ittees of man~gement .
ralsmg money required .
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Maps
duty of trustees as to providing
)'&(111
S776
:J777
3777
Medical Inspection •
duties and powers of trustees ,.,.,. , _ .
agreement with local board of health .
powers of trustees as to providing surgical treatment for
minor physical defects . n " •••••••••• ,3778, 3779
Meetings of Boards
urban boards " .
election of chairman .
quorum .
equ.ality of votes negatives question
rural boards .. . .
quorum .
duties and powers of trustees as to
minutes of proceedings
special meetings, how called .
8'172
8772
8772
8772
8772
8n8
8176
8180
3'180
8'125
3'125
......................................3725, 3'l'Z6
3'127
3727
8128
3128
8'/27
8727
8728
3'j28
3'j28
g'j29
Metropolitan School Arcas
establishment of, by county council
board.-how composed .
manner of election
tenn of office ..
vacancies . .
assumption of liabilities and obligations of existing
boards .
authority to issue debentures .
dissolution of existing boards .
equalization commission-appointment of by board
annual estimates _ _ .
apportionment of amount to be raised.. . ..
limitation as to rates .
rural schools in .
Military Drill
urban board may provide uniforms 3779
3'117
3'144
3'186
Minister
meaning of .
appeal to, from award as to union school section
suspended certificate,-appeal by teacher.
Municipal Aid
powers of councils .. 3757.8'158
to teachers' institutes 3'186
Municipal Boundaries
division of township,-section lying in new townships to be·
come union section 8745
an!,cxation of .s~ti,!n. or part of section to urban municipality 3745
ulllon of mUllIclpahbes 3746
Newspaper
interest in,-when not to disqualify trustee 3808
Non-Resident Pupils
duty of board as to admitting 37'13
fees,-limitation of 3778
parcnt's or guardian's taxes, remission of to extent of fees
paid . 3773
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3774
3779
3774
3774
3775
3800
3803
3803
3803
3805
3805
3805
3805
3805
8805
3806
3806
3806
3784
3801
3801
3802
3802
3802
3803
3774
3775
3775
3775
Ton-Resident Pupils-Continued
where parent or guardian pays taxes in section .. 3773
pupils in county house of refuge to be deemed non-residents..3773,3774
arrangements for use of school, in adjoining section or of
Indian school , .
rates for payment of fees and transportation of
pupils , .
share in legislative and county grants...... . .
agreement between board of section and board of city for com-
mon use of schools .
terms of .
estimates of boards to include share of cost .
approval of by Minister .
Offences and Penalties
teacher refusing to deliver up school properly .
teacher permitting nse of unauthorized text-books .
false declaration as to right to vote .
trustee refusing to serve or perform duties .
vacating seat in board on conviction of crime .
trustee interested in contracts with board .
disorderly conduct at school or school meeting . ..
chairman of school meeting neglecting to send minutes to
inspector .
failure to take security for school moneys ' .
wrongfully withholding books, moneys, etc., of board .
failure to furnish information to auditors ..
board neglecting to make returns ..
board delaying yearly reports .. .. .
signing false reporl ..
teacher falsifying register .. . .
township clerk failing to provide map of school sections
not calling school meetings .. ....... ..
default in maintaining school according to law ..
application of Summary Convictions Act .
Officers
duty of trustees as to appointing ..
powers of board as to granting retiring allowances
Ontario Educational Association
board may pay travelling expenses of trustees and teachers
attending .
Ontario Mnnicipalities Fond
rural board may borrow surplus moneys from municipality 3757
Ontario Summary Convictions Act
application of 3806
Outbuildings
duty of trustees as to 3776
Patriotism
duty of teacher as to inculcating respect for 3782
Penny Savings Bank
powers of trustees as to 3778
Playgrounds
duty of teacher as to 3783, 3784
Polling Places
use of, at municipal elections 2726
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Population
returns to Minister b~' clerk of county, city and separated
town _........ .. 3753.3754
dut~· of township clerk as to furnishing 3754
Prize Books
trustees to proeure if deemed expedient 3776
Property
sale of, when no longer required
distribution of proceeds ..
duty of trustees as to .. .
summary proceedings to compel delivery when wrongfu!!y
withheld .
3738
3738
3778
3804
Public Health Act
days on which school dosed under. to be holida~'s . 3719
Public Jlolida)'s
to be school holidays 3719
Pupils
who may be ...
duties of teachers as to
........3718.3719
.....3782-3784
Rateparer
meaning of __ _, _ ,...... 3717
questions involving expenditure on capital account to be voted
on by 3762
3753
3718
3718
3745
3773
3777
. 3787
3788
3757
3757
3757
3757
3757
3757
3758
3758
Rates
exemption of separate school supporters
exception as to debts incurred while property liable
for public school rates
. collection of, in union school section .
exemption on account of distance not to apply to consolidated
school section . 3749
un01r~~z~~h~~i~.s.h.i.~~~.~~~~.~~~~ on account of distan~~ 3749
assessment , , 3750, 3751
collection _ 3752
arrears .. _ . 3752
by.laws granting exemption from taxation not to include
schooL rates ..
rural board may require council to raise money for property
by one yearl~' rate . .
not more than one ratE to be levied in a year
duty of council as to levying _.......... . .
in union school sections
payment over of proceeds to boards ......
additional grants at discretion of council ...
correction of errors or omissions in collection ..
levyin~ rate where there is no public school in municipality
remiSSIOn in part where children attend school in another
section .. .
powers of trustees as to exemption of indigent persons
county equivalent to legislative grant
township rate towards salaries of teachers .
Registers
trustees to procure ..
duties of teachers as to .
3776
3783
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3720
3720
3782
3717
3718
3754,3755
3756
3776
Regulations
meaning of .
applic.ation of .
Religion
pupils not compelled to join in exercises objected to by parents
regulations as to instruction .
duty of teacher as to inculcating respect for
Repairs
issue of debentures for,-in urban municipality
in rural sections .
duty of trustees as to .
Resignation of Trustees
notice of . 3772
Retiring Allowances
powers of board or county council as to granting
Returns
duty of secretary as to transmitting to inspector .
penalty for trustees' neglect to make .
falsifying .
Rural chool Assessor
when to be appointed in case of new section
Rural chool Sites
procedure on adoption of .
Rural chool Tru tees
to be corporation .
term of office ..
qualification .
election in new section ..
casting vote. .. . ..
commencement and ending of first year
corporation not to cease by want of trustees
alaries
duties of trustees as to providing and paying .
3 00·
3781
3 05
3 05
3750
3720,3721
3759
3759
3759
3759
3760
3760
3760
3777,377
371
anitation
duties and powers of trustees . 3776
duty of teacher as to . . 37 3
duty of inspector as to reporting to medical officer of health 3795
School
establishment of second schools where roads impassable,-
appro\"al by Minister . . 3748
School Arbitrators
who to be in districts 3743
appeals to Minister from, in case of union school section 3744
School Arrangements
existing arrangements continued
chool Census
unorganized township,~uty of as essor 3751
duty of township clerk as to furnishing 3754
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School House
sale of.-when no longer required,-application of pfoceeds
issue of debentufes fOf.-in ufban municipality .
in school section .
raising money fOf. by one yeafly fate....................... . .
ruml board bOfrowing surplus funds of municipality fOf .
agreement between boards of city and rural section for joint
schools .......•..........3774.3775
duty of trustees as to 3776
powers of trustees as to pennitting use for other than school
purposes . .
repairs,-remuneration of secfetafY fOf attending to
duty of teacher as to . . .
School Library
issue of dcbentures fOf,-in urban municipality.....
in school section .
trustees may establish and maintain
School Map
duty of township clerk as to preparing
....3764.3765
3756
3776
3759
School Meetings
annual meeting . .
first meeting in new section .
time and conduct of . .
procedure after election of trustees .
calling meeting when default made in holding
chairman, election and dutics of .
order of business .
special meeting, when to be held
who may vote .
when ratepayers only may vote .
holding poll
declaration of voter .
investigation of complaints by inspector
voters' list,---duty of clerk as to supplying ...
duty of secretary as to notice of .
special meetings .
annual l'eport,--duty of secretary as to preparing
making false declaration of right to vote .
penalty on chairman omitting to transmit minutes to inspector
for disorderly conduct at _ .
for not calling . .
3760
3761
3761
3761
3761
3761
3761
3762
3762
3762
3762
3763
3764
3764
3780
3780
3781
3801
3803
3803
3806
3805
School Moneys
apportionment of investments on basis of salaries of teachers 3764
accountability of municipal councils for proceeds of rates.... 3767
responsibility for neglecting to takc security for 3803
not to be wrongfully withheld by person having custody........ 3803
proceedings before judge to compel delivery.......................... 3804
delivery of,-on dissolution of school corporation , 3804. a805
School Register
penalty for teacher falsifying .
School Section
meaning of . .
existing arrangements continued
3717
3718
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School Section-Continued
boundaries,-alteration of by township by-law 3722
time for passing by-law........................ . 3723
copy of by-law to be sent to every board and to
inspector 3723
when part of section added to city or town. 3723
status of new sections formed by dividing 3723
readjustment by county council 3723
appointment of arbitrators 3723
time limit not to prevail . 3723
appeals to county council from township by-laws 3729
appeals in districts 3729
adjustment of claims upon alterations in .. . 3737
formation, alteration or dissolution of union school sections 3741
in unorganized townships................................................................ 3748
formation and alteration of 3748
exemption from rates on account of distance .. 3749
election of trustees 3749
powers and duties of trustees .. 3749
grouping sections for revision of assessment rolls. 3749
revision of assessment by inspector 3749
annual assessment roll.......... . 3750
notice of assessment .. 3750
return of roll,-appeals 3750
assessor to take school census . 3751
confirmed roll binding 3751
union with organized municipality............................ .. 3751
issue of debentures .. 3751
collection of rates :............................... . .. 3752
arrears of taxes 3752
alteration not to affect liability of property for debentures .. 3756
duty of council as to dividing township and numbering sections 3758
assessment where property of one person in two or more sec-
tions 3758
area of new sections,-limitations as to 3758
duty of clerk as to preparing school map, etc. 3759
School Site
meaning of .. 3717
procedure on adoption of, in rural school section 3720, 3721
for rnral schools,-selection by trustees 3720, 3721
special meetinlr of ratepayers :......... .... .... 3721
arbitration where trustees and meeting disagree 3721
reconsideration of award . 3721
alteration not to be made for fi~'e years .. 3721
failure to appoint arbitrator,-inspector to have
second vote 3721
enlargement to conform to regulations.. 3722
erection and maintenance of fences 3722
sale of, when no longer required 3738
application of proceeds of sale 3738
issue of debentures for,-in urban municipality. . . 3754
. . in school section .. 3756
ralsmg money for, by one yearly rate . 3757
rural board borrowing su.rplus funds of municipality for .. 3757
agreement between boards of city and rural section for joint
schools , 3774, 3775
duty of trnstees as to 3776
powers as to acquiring :................................................... 3937
Secretary
meaning of .. . 3718
duty of trustees as to appointing 3775
3718
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Seeretary-Continued
power of trustees as to dismissal...... 8'778
duties of "... . 3780, 3781
remuneration .. 3781
remuneration of, when not to disqualif~' as trustee.. . 3802, 3803
not to withhold delivery of property of board 3803
summary proceedings to enforce delivery... 3804
after dissolution of school corporation 3804
Separate School Supporters
exemption from rates for public schools. 3718
exception as to debts incurred while propert}· liable
for public ;;chool rates 3718
children of not to have right to attend public schools 3718
Separated To....n
meaning of
Sherilr
collection of arrears of taxes in. unorganized township 3752
Spuial Classes
for deaf, dumb
Special Meetings
in rural school
and blind ..
sections .
3779
3780
Statistics
duty of municipal clerks as to furnishing....... 3754
duty of clerk as to preparing school map of township and
furnishing particulars to inspector 3759
Sub·Treasurers of School 1\1oue,.s
who to be . .
accountability .
payment over of grants by
statement to be sent to boards
Superannuation
powers of councils as to supplementing retiring allowances to
teachers ..
powers of trustees as to supplementary statutory allowance
who may contribute to fund __ ..
repayment of contributions on death.... ...
annual allowance to contributors on retiring .
length of service required .
retirement through disability .
additional allowance on account of certain quali.
fications .
when to cease.......... . .
suspension on resuming work .
right to repayment of one-half contributions
partial application of scheme .
special grants from boards or county council
3786
3787
3787
3787
3758
3778
3798
3798
3798
3799
'.3799
3799
3799
3799
3799
3799
3800
Surgical Treatment
powers of trustees as to providing for minor physical defects.8778, 3779
Tax Sales
for arrears of school rates in unorganized township 3752
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Teacher'
meaning of .. 3718
salaries,-apportionment of school investments by township
council on basis of :.......................... 3754
powers of councils as to supplementing . 3758
3785
37 2
3755
3756
3757
3757
37 3
37 6
3786
37 6
3786
retiring allowances,-powers of councils as to supplementing 3758
duties and powers of trustees as to 3776,3777
in rural schools to be paid monthly................ . 3777
superannuation,-trustees may supplement allowance 377
duties of 37 2-3784
agreement with boards,-requirements as to................. 3784
must be in writing............... 37 4
proportion of salary to equal proportion of teaching
days , ..
absence on account of sickness, dental treatment or
quarantine . 3785
matters in dispute to be determined in Division Court 3785
appeals from Division Court to Supreme Court .... 3797, 3798
certificate,--every teacher must have.......................................... 3784
who may receive : 3785
duration of .' 3785,3786
suspension of, by inspector .. .. .. . 3786
appeal from suspension to lIIinister...... 3786
township grants in aid of salaries.............. . 3788
withholding legislative and municipal grants when unauthor-
ized books used 3795
superannuation fund,-rights, etc., of contributors 3798-3800
powers of board as to granting retiring allowances . 3 00
permitting use of unauthorized text books..................... .., 3801
may not be a trustee .. .. 3 02
falsifying school register or returns......................... .. .. 3805
Teachers' Institutes
duty ?f t~acher as to attending .
organlZatlon .
legislative and municipal grants to .. ..
where city and part of county in one inspectorate
in districts . .
Teachers' Residence
issue of debentures for, in urban municipality ..
in rural section , ..
raising money for, by one yearly rate ..
rural board borrowing surplus funds of municipality for
Temperance
duty of teacher as to inculcating .
Terms
number and duration of...................................................... 3719
powers of inspector as to determining in districts . 3719
Text Books
furnishing free of charge or at monthly rate 3777
to indigent persons . 3777
duty of teacher as to seeing that unauthorized books not used 3783
changing one authorized book for another........ ..... 3784
withholding legislative and municipal grants when unauthor-
ized books used 3795
teacher permitting use of, when unauthorized 3801
Township
meaning of 3718
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Township Board
meaning of
how formed.
election of trustees
l'~",.
3718
3722
8722
3748
8764
8769
.805
8723
8723
8724
8724
8724
8724
3724
3724
3724
3725
3725
3725
3748
3779
3745
2713
3718
Township Clerk
duty as to furnishing inspector with statement of assessed
value of school sectIOns .
to prepare map of schoGI sections
penalty for default....
Township Grant
equivalent of grant from assisted school fund ,
apportionment where city board and rural trustees agree as
to common use of schools . 3774. 3776
amount to be raised towards teachers' salaries 3788, 3789
in townships in districts................................................ 3789
exclusive application to teachers' salaries 3789
union school sections...................................................... 3789
amounts to be paid over to treasurers of boards as
required 3789
application to consolidated schools,. . 3789, 3790
Township School Arus
majority vote of council necessary to constitute
by-laws setting aside .
when to take effect. .. ,.
board of school husteea ...
election of trustees .
incorporation of .
property of sections included vested in board .
board to assume and discharge obligations of sections included
approval of Minister . .
agreement with urban board.. . .
township rates,---exemption from. . .
where exemption granted, not to share in rate.
Township Treasurer
to pay o,'er apportionment of legislative grant to school
boards ' 3787
where county treasurer is sub-treasurer.. 3787
Transportation of Pupils
when school inaccessible at certain seasons
power of boards as to providing for
Treasurer
meaning of 3718
duty of trustees as to appointing 3775
power of trustees as to dismissal. 3778
to give security as required by board 3780
security to be deposited with municipal clerk......... 3780
trustee not to be surety for....... 3780
accountability for school moneys ' .. '..... 3780
in cities and separated towns to receive legislative grants. 3787
accountability 3787
remuneration of.-when not to disqualify as trustee ..3802,3803
responsibility of trustees neglecting to take security from · 3803
Trustees
disqualification of certain as members of counciL .
existing boards continued .
election of, in union school section including town divided
into wards . .
INDEX.
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Trustees--Continued
election of, in unorganized townships .. 3749
rural schools,-to be a corporation . 3759
number and term of office................................ 3759
qualification 3759
elections in new sections....................................... 3759
failure to elect....................................... .. .. .. 3760
dissolution of section on non-election 3760
election,-<:onduct and procedure 3762-3764
acceptance of office.................................................. 3764
urban boards,-to be a corporation.............................................. 3764
qualification 3764
first election,-jurisdiction of former board 3765
municipalities divided into wards..................... .. 3765
municipalities not divided into wards 3766
election of. by open voting.................... 3769
by ballot .. 3769
vacancies,-new election to fill . 3771
urban municipality,-when election not to be held. 3771
appointment by Minister when qualified persons not
available 3771
controverted elections 3771
resignatio~o~~~ ...~~~~~.i.~.~~ ::~:::::::::::::::::::: .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::: ~~~~
exemption from service after four years .. .. 3772
meetings,~f urban boards,-first meeting in year................. 3772
chairman,~lection of,-<:asting vote......................... 3772
quorum 3772
equality of votes negatives question.................... 3772
rural boards .. 3772
. quorum 3773
duties and powers of.. 3775-3779
not to be surety for treasurer . 3780
rural sections,-names and addresses to be sent by secretary
to inspector 37 0
penalty for non-payment of teachers' salary.................. 3785
legislative and municipal grants, withholding payment in de-
fault by................................................ 3795
retiring allowances to teachers, etc.-powers as to 3800
refusing to serve after being duly elected 3802
attending meeting after being disqualified .. 3 02
non-performance of duties.... 3802
may not be teacher or inspector 3802
vacating seat by crime, insanity or non-residence 3802
when interested 'in contracts with board 3 02
exceptions .. 3802,3 03
proceedings to declare seat vacant.................. 3802
liability for neglecting to take security from treasurer 3 03
not to withhold delivery of property of board 3803
summary proceedings to enforce delivery.................................... 3804
after dissolution of school corporation 3804,3805
making false report :................... 3805
neglecting to call school meetings 3 06
default in maintaining school according to law.......................... 3806
Undue Influence
application of provisions of Municipal Act as to township
and urban boards ,...... 3771
Union School Sections
how composed 3739
part of township and city or separated town 3740
fixing assessment of area included...................................... 3740
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3788
3745
3745
3745
3745
3745
3746
3747
3747
3747
3740
3740
3740
3740
3741
3741
3741
3741
3741'
3741
3741
3741
3742
3742
3742
3742
3742
3743
3743
3743
3743
3743
3744
3744
3744
3744
3744
3745
3747'
3747
3747
3747
3751
3751
3756
3757
3788
3789
Union School Sections-Continued
assessment rolI ..
apportionment of taxation .
township rate to equal rate of city or town ..
corporate name , .
procedure for formation. alteration and dissolution
appointment of arbitrators .
petition of ratepayers............ . .
adding judge where even number of arbitrators
majority may make award. . .
first meeting of arbitrators .
award.-what to conbin....... . .
forming new section .
fixing proportion of liabilities .
adjustment of rights and claims.. . .
fint meeting in new union section....
when award to take effect.....
reconsideration of award. .. .
failure of arbitrato:-s to act on award ehanginlZ
school boundaries .. .
new arbitration after three years .
procedure where award set aside ..
in provisional judicial districts .
arbitrators.-who to be .
alteration of school boundaries not to prevent unions
change in assessment.-alteration or dissolution upon
appeal from award to county council.
appointment of arbitrators by county council
to Minister .
collection of rates .. .._ .
division of township for- municipal purposes,-sections lying
in both of new townships to be a union school section .
election of trustees .
inspection "............ . .
voting of ratepayers where union includes urban municipality
divided into wards .
clerk of township to supply necessary voters' list
maintenance, assessors to determine proportions in which
annual amounts to be raised .
when assessment materially altered by exemptions.
meetings of assessors .
disagreement of asses50rs,-arbitration .
when section lies in two counties inspector of county
to act , .
decision of majority of arbitrators to be final
reconsideration of award..
fees and costs to be borne proportionately
unorganized township and organized township" .
unorganized township and town in district .
debentures.-how issued and chargeable..
rates,-how to be levied and collected.. ......
payment of county grant from two or more counties ; .
township grant.-proportionate contribution by townships .
United Counties
apportionment of county grant in .
Unorganized Townships
formation of school sections 3748
area of sections 3748
altering boundaries of section.................... . 3748.3749
exemption from rates on account of distance from schooL..... 3749
election of trustees 3749
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3738
3764
3718
3718
3801
3765
3765
3754
3756
3753
3753
3720
3720
3783
3771
3771
3739
3739
3739
3718
norganized Townships-Continued
powers of trustees c................ . 3749
grouping sections for revision of assessment 3749
assessme~in~?~~ ·~~···~~·~fi~~~·ti·~~..· ~·.~· ~· ~~· ~..~~..~~ ~~:~ ~~..:: ~~~~
oath of assessor........................................................................... 3750
appeals against assessment.. 3750
school census by assessor '" 3751
when union formed with organized township....................... . 3751
with town in a district... .. . 3751
::l~:~ti~~esoi ..~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::.. ::::..~ .. :~::::::::::::::::::. ~751, ~~~~
arrears of taxes 3752
recovery of school rates by action 3753
nsur~e)·ed Districts
establishment of schools and election of trustees in .
share in legislative grant ..
rban and Rural Boa.rds
agreements as to school accommodation 3774,3775
rban Inspector
meaning of : .
Urban Inspectorate
meaning of .
rban Municipality
meaning of ..
Vacancies on Boards
election, when necessary.......................... .
appointment by Minister when no qualified person available
Yalidity of School Arrangemen and Proceedings
when presumption conclusive . .
proceedings not to be set aside unless substantial injustice
found .
jurisdiction of county or district judge ..
appeals where judge is arbitr.ator .
Yillage
election of trustees in newly incorporated ..
first meeting,-procedure for calling same ..
Visitor'
who to be ..
rights and powers of .
duty of teacher as to recording visits ..
Yoter
making false declaration of right to vote .
Voters' List
duty of township clerk as to supplying .
Wards
election of trustees by 3765, 3770
Water Supply
issue of debentures for,-in urban municipality .
in rural section ..
Wells
duty of trustees as to............................................... 3776
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as to remuneration for
Appointments
powers of Lieutenant-Governor in Council
Assembly
application of Act to officers of
Attorney-General
to preside over legal offices
Civil Service Commissioner
appointment and duties of .
certificate as to appointments
appointments to outside service
reports of .
Courts
officers of to be included..
control of officers preserved
Departments
deputy heads of... . .
temporary services to be rendered by clerks of other depart-
ments .
Deputy Heads of Departments
who to be deemed .
special provisions as to office of Provincial Secretary .
powers and duties . .
Extra Services
limitation
Inspector of Legal Offices
, office of, to be included.
Leave of Absence
powers as to granting
273
272
272, 273
27.
28.
28.
281
272
273
27'
276
27.
276
276
276, 276
272
278
Master of Titles
office of, to be included . 272
Oath of Office
form of
registration of
Parliament of Canada
members of, disqualified from appointment
exceptions .
277
278
278
273
Railway and Municipal Board
application of provisions as to powers and duties of Commis-
sioner to officers ot. ·........ 281
in CounciL...
Regulations
powers of Lieutenant-Governor
to be laid before Aesembly .
Reports
Ministers to furnish
273
274
276
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PAGE
Salaries
temporary provision until amount voted 274
procedure on attachment.. 276
limitation as to amount........................................................ 277
when to commence....................... .. 278
increases in . 278
Stamp Office
to be included.. 272
Superannuation
establishment of Fund....................... .. 282
contributions to Fund by employees and Government 282, 284, 286
right of temporary employe{'s to contribute................... 286
who to be entitled to al1owances.... 282, 283
interest on contributions ,.................................................. 287
deficiencies in Fund,-bow. to be made up......................... 287
how calculated 287
compulsory retirement.. 287, 288
allowances,-how payable........... . 288, 289
exemption froni taxation, attachment, etc. .. 289
administration of Fund by Board.................................................. 289
compulsory superannuation, decision as to 290
payments and credits to be paid out of Consolidated Revenue 290
annual statement to Assembly........................................................ 290
election by employees entitled under Teachers' and Inspec-
tors' Superannuation Fund....................................... 291
extension of provisions as to superannuation to sheriffs 292
to other classes of outside officials.............................................. 293
to staffs of Government boards or commissions 292
Surrogate Clerk
office of, to be included......... 272
Temporary Employment
extent of powers as to 274
PUBLIC SERVICE WORKS ON HIGHWAYS
removal and reconstruction of appliances and works ...... 699
apportionment of cost of work between road authority and
owner 699
PUBLIC TRUSTEE
Assurance Fund
establishment of 1511
payment of losses out of consolidated revenue 1511
Audit
regulations as to 1612
Cemeteries
payment of perpetual care fund to 3655
Charges
similar to those allowed to a private trustee 1511
to be paid into separate account :............................................ 1511
regulations as to 1512
D..:...31
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Charitable Trusts
power to accept and administer.
Charities
duties and powers
see Charities Accounting .
Committee
regulations as to constitution of
to be visitors of office .
oversight and advisory powers .
annual report of .....
Corporation Sole
public trustee to be .
Crown Administration or Estates
powers and duties of Public Trustee _ _ _. __ _ ..
directing moneys to be transferred to credit of special fund.
when to act and prQCcedings by
see Crown Administration of Estates..
Escheats
duties as to inquiries .
powers as to holding inquiries
Forfeitures
duties as to inquiries
"AO&
1512
1514
1512
1512
1512
1513
1510
1510
1611
1162
1510
1510
1510
as to making
Hospitals for the Insane
dutics and powers as statutory committee..
Inquiries
powers -as to
Interest
regulations fixing rate of
Losses
how to be made good .
Office
qualification for .. _ _ _ .
staff .
salaries .
payment out of special account
Attorney-General,-when to act
dutics and powers .
I~roperty
regulations as to transfer of
Public Trust
power to accept and administer
fC'gulations as to
RC'gulations
powC'rs
Security
regulations as to requiring .
Settlement
appointment as trustee under
4071
1610
1512
1511
1510
1510
1510
1511
n. 1510
...1510-1512
1512
1512
'1512
1512
1512
1511
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Sole Trustee
Public Trustee may be appointed as 1611
Trusts
under will, settlement or other instrument 1611
charitable and pnblic 1612
WiII
appointment of Public Trustee to execute 'trusts under 1611
PUBLIC UTILITIES
MUNICIPAL WATERWORKS
Damages
non-liability for breaking of service pipes . 3217
Debentures
special rates for payment of 3218, 3219
power to remit 3219
Establishment of Works 3214
Existing Works
power to acquire .. 3214
Expropriation
of land, water privileges, etc. . . .. 3214
limit of power of 3214
how compensation to be determin.ed, etc.... .. 3214
of intermediate lands ':'............ 3216
Hydrants
erection and use of 3216
Intermediate Lands
power to enter on 3215
expropriation of 3215
Land
expropriation of
Machinery
construction of .
bins
construction of for individuals .
Penalties
for discrimination against public institutions ..
for other offences ..
Pipes
laying down .. .. .
Plant
construction of , .
3214
3214
3219
3217
3217,3218
3214
Provincial Institutions
rates for supplying water to . 3216
penalty for exceeding 3216
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MUNIOIPAL lVATERWORK8-Contlnued
Rates
what may be char~ed , .
for payment of debentures
Reservoirs
construction of ..
Service Pipes
laying of
expenses ,of .
to be under control of corporation .
non-liability of corporation for breaking
Stop-Cocks
to be under control of corporation
prohibition as to nsing . , .
Supply
purity of, right to expNpriate in order to preserve
of other municipal corporation not to be Interfered with..
to persons beyond limits of municipality ..
special agreements for
Taps
approval of
Water
expropriation of
use and distribution of ....
supplying outside municipality
preventing wrongful use of
Water Privileges
expropriation of .' , ..
Works
establishment of ,.
of other municipal corporations not to be interfered with
power to acquire existing " .
construction of necessary ..
MUNIOIPAL, EXOEPT WA.TERWORKS
By-products
power to sell
Coal and Coke
power to sell surplus
Contracts
for supply
Expropriation of Land
Extensions
constructing in adjoining municipality
Public utility
meaning of
Purchase of Land
Streets
breaking up for laying down pipes, wires, etc.
no.
• 32163218
3214
3215
8215
3216
3217
3216
3216
3214
3214
3217
3217
3216
3214
3217
3217
3217
3214
3214
3214
3Z14
3214
8220
3220
8220
3220
3221
8219
3220
3220
INDEX. 763
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PUBLIC UTILITIES-Continued
MUNIOIPAL, EXCEPT WATERWORKS-Continued
Wires and Rods
conducting along highways, etc .
carrying through parts of buildings .
breaking up passages for laying down ..
MUNIOIPAL, ALL
nookkeeping
Bureau of Municipal Affairs to superintend 2690
Debentures
a preferential charge on works 3222
Limitation of Actions 3222
Maintenance of Works
power to pass by-laws for 3221
Materials
when exempt from execution 3222
Money Borrowed
to be a charge on works 3222
Officers
to be ex-officio constables . 3222
Property
power to sell when not required 3223
security for purchase money.......................................................... 3223
Rates and Charges
collection of for supply.......................... 3221
for rent of fittings, meters, etc. 3221
discretion of corporation as to . 3221
Revenues
application of 3223
SUllpl)'
power to shut off 3221
Works
by-laws for maintenance and management of 3221
to be charged with money borrowed 3222
MUNIOIPAL' PUBLIO UTILITY COMMISSIONS
Assent of Electors
required to establishment of commission 3223
to discontinuance of 3224
Audit of Accounts 3228
Books of Account
what to be kept 3227
regulations as to keepi·~~..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3227
Commissioners
powers of 3225
number and election of 3226
term of office of 3226
vacancies, filling 3226
salaries of 3226
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MUNICIPAL PUBLIO UTILITY COMMISSIONS-Continued
Council
head of, to be member of commission .
Electric Railways
management of municipal, by commission ..
Establishment of
~~~I~c:Tti~~v~~ar~~:~~n~..~..~~~~ ..~.~~.~.~.~:. ..~.~.~~.~~~.~~.~~ ..::::::::::::::::
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
special provision as to
Incline Railways
management of municipal, by commission
Railways
management of municipal, by commission
Record of Proceedings
Returns
to council
Revenues
returns to council as to .
to be paid to municipal treasurer .
Sewerage System
entrusting management of to commission ..
Street Railways
management of municipal, by commission
Telephone Systems
management of municipal, by commission
3l'"
323'
3224
3224
3225
3234
3284
8228
3227
3227
3228
3225
3234
3234
MUNICIPAL AND COMPANY, ALL
Buildings
duty to supply, along line of supply
Compensation (or Damages
laying of pipes within six (eet of existing ones....
Damages
liability of persons doing
Inspection of Premises .
Main Pipes
prohibition as to laying within six feet of existing ones..
exception when approved by board .
compensation for damages .
claim for damages....... . .
Meters
fixing price for use oL....
fittings, removal of from premises of consumer
Penalties
for injuring works
for wilful damage
recovery of...
3280
..... 8230,3231
3229
3228
3230
3230
3230
3231
3229
3229
3229
3229
3231
IXDEX.
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MUNICIPAL AND COMPANl', ALlr-Contlnued
Property of Corporation
when exempt from distress ......
Railway and Municipal Board
members not to hold stock in companies
when leave required for la)'ing pipes, etc.
Works of Company
power of municipality to acquire
how \'alue of property computed
COMPANY, ALL
Expropriation
conditions precedent to exercise of power
765
"AOI
3229
26l!1
3230
323:
...3232,3233
8231
fixing price in case of export .,................... ..... 3232
prohibition as to sale, containing sulphuretted hydrogen 3234.
General Powers 3232
Security
power to take from consumer __ _ ..
Stoc:k
power of municipality to purchase
head of council as director..
Supply
power to shut off
Works
power of municipality to acquire.. .. ..
method of computing value of .
MISOELLAXEOUS
Power Commission Act
certain provisions of not affected
Sulphurelted Hydrogen
prohibition of sale of gas containing
forfeiture of franc:hise for breach
restraining sale by action .
removal of mains, etc .
PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATIONS
3231,3232
3234
3234
3232
..... 3232
.. , 3232, 3233
3234
3234
3235
3235
8235
2682
Creditors
rights of not affected 2682
Forfeiture of Rights
by company passing out of jurisdiction of province 2682
debentures for payment of bonus not affected 2682
Munitipal Corporations
by.laws or aJ':'reements of liable to be invalidated 2682
approval of Licutenant·Governor to agreements with certain
companies 2683
Public: Utility
meaning of
766
PUBUC VEHICLES
See also Highway Traffic.
INDEX.
.................. - . 3238
Bill of Lading
form of, approval by Department..
Brakes
requirements as to
Chains
requirements as to equipment with
Department
meaning of
Doors
requirements as to
Driver
qualification of .. _... ..... :.
prohibition as to drinking and smoking .
maximum warkine hours for.......... . .
proj'libition against refus:ng to carry passenger
not to allow passenger on running board
restrictions as to seating by ..
3279
.......3277.3278
8278
3275
3279
3278
3278
3278
3278
32'.
3279
Exits
requirements as to , " . 8279
board .
for pCTIllit to be in addition to other fees .
Fire Extinguisher
requirements as to equipment with....
Inspeetion
by representatives of Department
Insurance
requirements as to
License
to fix number of passengers or tonnage of freight and term of
cancellation, suspension and transfer .
municipal, when not required .
License Plate
position of; what to show
Lights
within vehicle, rcql:Jirements as to
I'assenger
right of to be carried..
not to be allowed on running
Penalty
for violation of exclusive rights granted by license .
for contravention of Act where not otherwise provided
recovery of .
Permit
exclusive, in special cases .
to fix number of passengers or tonnage of freight
transfer of .
when municipal license not required ..
3276
3278
8277
3279
3276
3277
3276
3376
3277
3278
3279
328.
3280
8280
3276
3276
3277
3276
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PAoa
3275
Highway
meaning of ..
Public Vehicle
meaning of 3239, 3275
equipment of with mirror................................................................ 3247
authorized rate of speed, when equipped with solid tires........ 3255
requirements as to carriage of passengers 3278, 3279
Tire
requirement as to extra.................................................................. 3277
Toll
meaning of 3275
approval and revision by Department............................................ 3277
Trailers
prohibition as to use of.......... 3279
Speedometer
requirements as to.............................................................................. 3277
PUBUC VEHICLES (COMMERCIAL)
Fees
additional to those under Highway Traffic Act.......................... 3281
Insurance
amount to be carried to be fixed by regulation............................ 3281
Licenses
required 3281
Penalty
for violation of Act 3281
• Public Commercial Vehicle
definition of 3281
license required for operation of...................................................... 3281
PUBUC WORKS
Abandonment
right of Crown as to 643
Accounts
attestation of 634
Actions
by Department, to be in name of Attorney-GeneraL.............. 635
Appeals
from award of compensation 642
Arbitrations
of claims under contract 645
See Expropriation infra .
Commission
application of Act to works constructed by................................. 647
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Forests
Compensation
for lands taken or injured...
See Expropriation infra
for removal of mill dams, embankments etc.
Contracts
powers of Minister as to making : .
requisites of ..
enforcement of .. .
actions upon, by Crown , ..
arbitration of claims under .
Crown Lands
deposit of plan with Department of Lands and
Department
officers of,-appointment and duties of
what work is to be under control of
Deputy Minister
Ilppoinhmmt ami uuti~~ of ....
Documents
relating to works, Minister may require production of..
Drain
restoration and maintenance of after temporary removal
Drainage
powers of Minister as to procuring survey and report ..
contracts for construction of necessary works .
examination and report where aid asked .
Electric Light Lines
power.! of Minister as to diverting or altering course of..
Embankments
powers of Minister as to removal of , .
Expenditure
must be sanctioned by Legislature ..
Expropriation
general powers of Minister as to .. .
plan and description, registration of .
where limited estate or interest only required
correction of errors .
where Crown lands required .
certification of , , ..
deposit with Department of Lands and Forests
agreements and conveyances, who may make
representation of persons under disability....
warrant for possession .
compensation, rights of owner as to .. .
time within which claim to be made . .. .
agreement as to .. .
appointment by judge for determination of ,.. , .
appointment by Municipal Board .
application of Arbitration Act or Railway Board Act... ..
appeals .. , , ..
to stand in place of land .
abandonment, effeet of . , ..
where amount does not exceed $100 .
PAOli
.<0
."
633
683, 634
635
635
645
63.
633
635
'33
684, 636
637
64.
64.75.
637
.64\
647
637
638
638
63.63.
63'63'63.63.
64.
64'
6"
64'
64'
64'
64'
64'6.,
64'643
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Expropriation-Continued
payment into Court and distribution of .
particulars, right of Iinister as to requiring .
undertaking by Crown as to works in reparation .
interest .
how paid .
Fences
restoration and maintenance of after temporary removaL .
Gas Pipe
powers of Minister as to diverting and altering course of .
Highwa)'
powers of Minister as to diverting and altering course of .
powers and duties with regard to improvements. See Highway
Improvement .
Hydraulic Powers
vested in Crown .
Ingress and Egress
powers of Minister as to constructing roads .
Land
powers of Minister as to entering upon, taking and using .
powers of Minister as to purchasing and expropriating .
surveying and marking boundaries of .
method of expropriation (see Expropriation) infra
Lease
includes an agreement for a lease .
when Minister may make without tender or public auction ..
Limitation of Claims for Compensation .
taps
Minister may require delivery of .
taterials
powers of Minister as to taking and using .
powers of Minister as to construction of sidings and water
pipes and materials .
till Dam
powers of Minister as to removal of .
Minister
appointment and salary .
powers and duties of .
~~~~:;t~srnt~d~n~~iry···.::·.::::::·.·.:·.::::::::::·.:::::'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
annual report of .
protection of from personal liability : .
Officers
appointment of .
Ontario Drainage Act
not to apply to \vorks in provisional judicial districts .
Penalty
disobedience to summons of Minister .
769
643
644
644
645
645
637
637
636
657
646
636
636-638
637
637
632
635
641
636
636
637
646
269
633
633, 634
634
634
634
633
647
634
770
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PAQI:
642
Plans
Minister may require prQduction and delivery of " 634, 636
of lands to be taken, effect of filing ",,_.n "................................... 638
Property
what to be under control of Department 635, 647
sale or other disposition of 635
Railway and Municipal Board
when to determine compensation
Railways
powers of Minister as to diverting and altering course of..
Records
Minister may require delivery of
Report
duties of Minister as to making
Road
powers of Minister as to diverting and altering course of..
powers of Minister as to constructing for temporary purposes
Sewer
powers of Minister as to diverting and altering eourse of
Sidings
powers of Minister as to eonstruetion
Slides
powers of Minister as to eonstruetion of .
Stall"
appointments to
Surveys
powers as to making
of property required .
marking boundaries .
effeet of .
confirmation of boundaries
Telegraph Lines
powers of Minister as to diverting or altering course of
Telephone Lines
powers of Minister as to diverting or altering course of
Tenders
duties of 1olinil>rer as to calling for .
special report when lowest not accepted
Wages
enforcing pa}'ment by contractor
636
636
634
636
636
637'
637
646
633
636
6"637
63.
63.
637
637
634
634
1800
64'
Water Pipe
powers of Minister as to diverting and altering course of........ 637
powers of Minister as to eonstruction... 637
Water Powers
when vested in Crown .
PUBUC WOR~ontinued
lXDE..... 771
Waters
powers of Minister as to 63&
powers of Minister as to pre\'entinll: or removing obstructions
from 64&
Works
what to be under control of Department.......................... 63~
application of Act to 841
PUBLIC WORKS PEACE PRESERVATION ACT
Mining DistJ'ieta
proclamation
PUFFER
Auctions of Estates
right to bid .
PULP AND PAPER MILL
Pro\'incial License
requiremcnts as to
PULPWOOD
culling and measuring
see Cullers ..
PULPWOOD CONCESSIONS
scc Crown Timbcr ....
PURCHASING AGENT
see General Purchasing Agent ..
602
1408
462
2120
'"
QUARANTINE
"'" Lieutenant-Governor in Council may dedare
Communicable Discascs ....
QUEBEC JUDGMENTS
Actions on
rules as to .
QUEENSTON HEIGHTS PARK
sec Niagara Parks .
..................... 3622
. 3371-3377
91'
864
QUEEN VICTORIA NIAGARA FALLS PARK
Niagara Parks .
Power Qlncessions
rcgulation of usc of water at Niagara Falla .
'"
751
